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Your Changing County Government
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State Law Lists Judge-Executive With Many Mines
(This is the fourth series of six articles describing changes in county
government and emphasizing the new
county administrative code. The first
article described the changes in county
government. These include the
legislature's sharing of general
powers called "home rule," the
clarification of local executive (count
judge) and legislative (fiscal court)
roles; and the requirement that the
county's business be carded out according to procedures written down in
an administrative code.)
For years, the county engineer and
road department have been the most
visible county service.
But a glance at almost any county's
budget will show a variety of appropriations to single-purpose agencies
formed as a result of debt and revenue
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missions, and designated administrative positions as the fiscal
court, charter, law or ordinage may
create. The requirement of fiscal court
approval must be designated as such in
the county administrative code of the
county charter.
Assure the representation of the
county on all boards, commissions,
special districts, and multi-county
programs in which county participation
is called for.
If you've wondered what the county
judge will be doing, these responsibilities are among the heaviest.
Robert O. Miller, three-term judgeof
Calloway County, has described his job
this way: "If you stayed around all day
you'd see that I'm a father-confessor,
defender of civil liberties and listener;
anybody with problems in Kentucky
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traditionally takes them to the county
Judge."
I
Often the problem has been with the
service or lack of service of one of these
separate districts or agencies. But, to
date, judges have had little but their
personal clout to help them resolve the
problem.
Now the judge-executive has
statutory responsibility and the
authority to address these problems.
The administrative code will have set
down his plan for exercising authority.
This part of the code will be tailored to
fit the county more than any other.
There is little guidance in existing law
or regulation.
How would you answer such
questions as: What information about
agency operation should be included in

a report? Is it written or oral report?
When and how often is a report made?
What happens if it isn't made?
Appointing persons to represent the
county on the boards of a variety of
agencies has always been one of the
judge's jobs. Now he will be writing
down the process to be used in making
nominations and approving appointments.
The role of the fiscal court will have
to be clearly spelled out.
Questions of qualification, timing for
submitting and approving appointments, grounds for removal of an
appointee will have to be discussed.
These are the kinds of imams to be
resolved and answers to be written
into the administrative code.
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By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Miter
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)— The state
Board for Elementary and Secondary
Education is being asked to discourage
the sale of so-called competitive foods,
such as soft drinks and candy, in
schools.
The board was to receive a resolution
today from the Kentucky Association of
Food Service Administrators asking
that it adopt.0 state policalong those
lines.
Helen Davis, director of food services
for the Todd County school system and
legislative chairman of the state
association, said the resolution seeks
"a policy encouraging complete
elimination of these foods."
"We are not calling for an absolute
ban, but a basic premise of encouraging
schools to discontinue the sale of such
foods in school," Mrs. Davis said.
Most of us are of the opinion that
mandates are not necessarily
democratic," she said. "But in the best
interest of education and in the best
interest of the children's health, we feel
school is not the place for foods that do
not contribute to their-health and well
being."
Fred Schultz, board secretary, said
the resolution was included in the information items on the board's agenda
for its quarterly meeting,and he did not
know if any action would be taken.
Mrs. Davis said the competitive foods
include such items as candy, carbonated drinks and beverages containing less than 50 percent natural juice,
chewing gum and sheberts — "those
items which are by and large sugar,
water and artificial flavoring."
Kentucky currently has no policy
forbidding schools from selling such
items, although the director of the
School Food Services Program says the
state does try to discourage the practice.
"It's a local decision," said Redwood
Taylor. "But we have discouraged the
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use of vending machines, at least an
hour or an hour and a half prior to the
feeding time."
The U.S. Department of Agriculture,
which controls federal money that
funds a large part of the state's school
lunch program, is' considering regulations that would bar such foods from
schools.
Mrs. Davis said June 9 was the final
day for local input on the regulations
and she hopes they will be adopted
before school starts in the fall.
Mrs. Davis said that while there are
no scientific studies on the subject, she
feels from observation and experience
that the sale of competitive foods cuts
down on the number of children eating
well-balanced, school-prepared meals.
She said the Todd County system has
not had such food in several years and
they average more than 90 percent
participation in the lunch program.
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In Our 99th Year

Police Arrest

The Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre opens its summer
season Thursday, June 15, 7:30 p.m. in
the new city-county park, with J. R. R.
Tolkien's "The Hobbit." The play will
continue June 16, 17 and 72, 23, 24. "The
Hobbit" is a fantasy play and as such is
wholesome entertainment for the entire
family.
The remainder of the summer season
will include "The Thread That Runs So
True" in July and "You're A Good Man,
Charlie Brown" in August. Tickets will
be available at the door for all performances at $2.50 adult and $1.50
children under 12 and senior citizens.
Season tickets of $6 may be purchased

Nationally Known Educators
To Conduct Workshop At MSU
D PuT IT
S1-+E.
AKE IT!

1.

Man In Credit
Card Case Here
An Illinois man was in Calloway
County Jail early today facing charges
stemming from the use of an allegedly
stolen credit card in Murray.
Murray Police filed additional
charges against the man, 29-year-old
George Eilers, Lake Bluff, Ill., Monday
after arresting him during the weekend
in connection with one incident, a police
spokesman said.
Calloway County Attorney Max
Parker said today that about 12
businesses have reported knowledge of
the card to local authorities.
Eilers is charged with receipt of a
stolen credit card, frandulent use of a
credit card, and theft of a credit card,
all felony charges, and unauthorized
a
signature on a credit card,
misdemeanor.
PREPARE FOR OPENING—Members of the Costume Committee for "The Hobbit" are shown preparing for the
June 15 opening date. At the table are Helen Campbell(left) and Diane Johnson. One back row is, left to right, Mary
Pat Spiliotis, Kathy Pasco, Patsy Massey and(back to camera)Pat Miller.

ommunity. Theatre Summer Season Starts
With 'Hobbit' Production This Weekend
By JOHN PASCO

materials in science and mathematics
The first of four nationally-known
and
to improve their skills in the use of
State
Murray
the
on
be
educators will
these materials for effective inquiry
University campus June 14 and 15 to
teaching.
conduct a two-part workshop in conThirty elementary teachers from
nection with the university's 1978
a 100-mile radius of the campus
within
Intergrated
in
Summer Institute
have been selected to participate in the
Science, Mathematics and Education
institute, which is sponsored by the
for elementary teachers, which begins
National Science Foundation.
June 13.
Conducting the second workshop on
associate
Ward,
He is Dr. Ron
June 20 will be Stan Glassman, a sales
director for dissemination at the
representative with Great Ideas, Inc.,
Regional
Midwestern
Central
Hauppauge, N. Y. His participation will
Educational Laboratories in St. Louis
re.041 with man;pulative mathematics
(CEMREL).
kits and will stress the use of concrete
On June 14, Dr. Ward, who earned his
materials in teaching mathematical
doctoral degree in mathematics
education at Florida State University, concepts and computational skills,
On June 21, Fr Stanley Bezuska,
will conduct a workshop for the indirector of the mathematics institute at
stitute participants and dealing with
Boston College, will conduct a seminar
School
Comprehensive
the
on inquiry teaching strategies. He also
Mathematics program.
will present a session at 7:30 p.m. that
The following day, he sia open his
ciLwassions to any interested teachers evening for any mathematics and
science teachers or educators in the
in the area Assisting him will be Clare
area wishing to attend: A reception will
Heidema, a CEMREL editor and
currently a doctoral candidate at fellow in the ISMEP Resource Center.__
— Dr. Ertle Thompson,--- professor of
Syracuse University.
science education at the University at
The institute, the first of its kind to be
Charlottesville, will be the'
held on the Murray campus and being
tinel visiftng lecturer to appear, conheld in Mason Hall (the Nursing
ducting a seminar on June 28 inBuilding ), will run through June 29.
It is designed to help elementary troducing inquiry programs in science
•eachers increase thier knowledge of and mathematics to the institute
participants.
"ecent curriculum developments and

This section, in particular, will define
the roles of the county judge-executive
and the fiscal court in dealing with the
agencies providing local services and
often using county ands.
The judge-executive also is
authorized to organize and reorganize
new or existing county agencies. In the
sthallest counties, for instance, he
could personally fill such functions as
fiscal manager, personnel supervise('
or purchasing agent. The number of
departments and personnel will vary
from county to county according to size
and the services it can support.
The statutes provide only general
guidance about a county's internal
adrninistrative itructure. Only two
officials are specifically required, the
county road engineer and county
treasurer.
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State School Board
Asked To Limit Sale
Of Competitive Food
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restrictions on the county government.
Health departments, hospitals,
libraries, fire protection, ambulance'
services and a host of other special
districts and agencies are involved.
The law establishing the judgeexecutive also includes these duties:
—Require all officials, elected or
appointed, whose offices utilize county
funds, and all boards, special districts,
and commissions exclusive of city
governments and their agencies
located within the county to make a
detailed annual financial report to the
fiscal court concerning the business
and condition of their office, department, board, commission or special
districts.
—With the approval of the fiscal
court, make appointments to or remove
members from such boards, corn-

at the public library or by calling 7591752 between noon and 3:00 p.m.
The scope of the play has created
special problems for the production
committees. "In this play we costume
thirty-eight characters," stated Kathy
Pasco, costume chairman. "With the
exception of four costumes, all were
created from scratch." The committee
has now outfitted 13 dwarves, two
hobbits, a wizard, three trolls, six
goblins, a water monster, an
elfin queen, nine elves and a dragon

.1 wish to pay special recognition and
thanks," continued Pasco, "to Cecilia
Brock and Helen Campbell who have so
generously opened their home to the
Costume Committee for working
space." Other members of the costume
committee include: Susan Barrett,
Linda Begley, B. J. Benin, Francis
Denham, Pat Holt, Diane Johnson.
\ancy Kennedy, Brenda McCallon,
Patsy Massey, Pat Miller, Mary Jane
\uckolls, Mary Bell Overby, John

Pasco, Mickey Phillips, Gerry Reed,
Mary Pat Spiliotis, Tom Begley,
Margaret Porter, Vicki Jo Stevens,
Margaret Trevathan, Cheryl Whitaker
and June Whitlow.

FRANKFORT—The repeal of
Kentucky's motor vehicle inspection
law by the 1978 General Assembly will
eliminate the state Bureau of Vehicle
Regulation's Division of Inspections,
Transportation Secretary Calvin G.
Grayson announced today.
Grayson said the division will be
closed out on June 15, two days before
the effective date of House Bill 332,
which ends the 10-year-old inspection
Preerain•
The program has been funded totally
by inspection sticker sales and permits
fees, said Grayson. The income stopped
almost two months ago, he said, and the
program's remaining funds have been
used to reimburse inspection stations
for leftover stickers and half of its
year' $25 permit fee.

Invitational Swim Meet Added
To Line Up For Calloway Fair

The event is sponsored by the
Murray-Calloway Jaycees and over 20
swim teams from throughout the area
are expected to compete.
The Jaycees have scheduled a car
wash for this Saturday, June 17, at the
Roho Station at Five Points to raise
funds to support the swim meet. The
Jaycees will wash cars, inside arid out,
for $3 beginning at 9:30 a.m. Saturday
and continuing until the last car is
washed.

evening, July 10, when fair week gets
into full swing.
In addition to the displays and
judging of agricultural entires and
homemaker items in the exhbition
booths, the fair will offer enteetainment
Rightly and a carnival midway lanal-T
through Saturday.

Commissioner of Vehicle Regulation
0. B. Arnold said vehicle inspection
makes up about 75 per cent of the
division's activities. The remaining
.duties—licensing of motor vehicle
dealers,,, salemen and manufacturerswill be transferred to the Bureau's
Division of Motor Carriers, he said.
Arnold said that about 10 of the inspection Division's 37 employees will be
retained by Motor Carriers. The other
face layoffs if they haven't been offered
other employment in the department by
the 15th.
Of the nine administrative and
clerical employees in the Frankfort
office, three have found other jobs,
three will be moving to Motor Carriers.
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Butch Sargent is chairman 'of the
swim meet which will be the second
event leading up to this year's fair.
The first official fair event will be the
Fair Beauty contest which wfffbe held
Friday, July 7, at Lovett Auditorium
under the sponsorship of the Sigma
Department of the "Miutay Woman's
Club._cijcla interested In entering the
pageant may contact Mary Ann
Russell, 753-2832 or Jane Sisk, 753-9690
Proceeds frOm the pageant will
benefit the Glenda Boone Memorial
Scholarship fund of the Sigma
Department.
The official opening of the fair will be
held at the Fairgrounds Monday

But Parker said as the investigation
continued, more incidents were
revealed to local authorities. Parker
said Eilers was staying in a cabin= the
lake belonging to a local resident. A
search of the cabin led to the confiscation
a_number of items apparently bought with the card, Parker
said.
Parker said fraudulent use of the
card in buying merchandise worth over
$100 constitutes a felony under Kentucky law.

Ky. Vehicle Inspections
Officially End This Week

Car Wash Set Saturday

The first annual Murray-Calloway
County Fair Invitational Swim meet
will be held Saturday, July 8, at the
Murray-Calloway County Park pool as
-a preliminary event to the fair whicn
officially opens July 10.

The Murray Police spokesman said
personnel at Vernons Western Store in
Murray first alerted police about the
card.
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NEED _
LINE DONATION—The Rev. Robert Brockhoff center treasurer of
-the Need Line service program in Murray, accepts a donation of 550 from
Anna Ruth Harris, left, chairman of the NSA civic committee, and Anita
Thomas, right, president of the Murray Chapter of the National Secretaries
and
Association. The group voted to make this donation to the service
and
Murray
of
people
the
benefits
which
program
referral service
Calloway County. Persons or organizations may join "Friends of Need line"
mailing a check for ten dollars or
by making a donation to the program by
Murray, Ky.
more to Need line, c-o Robert Brockhoff, 1110 Kirkwood Drive,
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clear
and
coolMostly clear and cool tonight
with lows in the 40s to low 503.
Mostly sunny Wednesday with
highs in the 70s to low 80s. Winds
northeasterly to 10 miles an hour.
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IVO COM MUNITY
CALENDAR
Tuesday, June 13
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at ;130 p.m. at the
lixige hall.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at seven

Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.
Betty Sledd Mission Group
of Memorial Baptist Church
will meet at the home of Jane
Rogers, 1205. E. Dogwood. at
7.30 p.m

Animal Actions-, 45 minute
Wednesday, June 14
walk, will start at four p.m. at
Circles of First United
Center Station, Land Between Methodist Church will meet as
the Lakes.
follows: Hannah at 7:30 p.m:
Ruth Wilson with Mrs. Junk
Exhibits by Linda Daven- Whitford, 1506 Dudley, at 7:30
port, Trenton, and John p.m.; Wesleyan with Mrs.
lovins, Rineyville, will open Milton Jones, Camelot Subat the Clara M. Eagle Gallery, division, for a potluck at 6:30
Fine Arts Center, Murray p.m.
State University, and will run
through June 25.
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at • Murray Country
Twilight Cabaret by Murray Club at twelve noon.
State University Theatre will
Homemakers Clubs will
open at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park bathhouse patio in meet as follows: Pottertown
the old beach area at 8:30 at Big K parking lot at nine
p.m. No charge but con- a.m. to go to Kenlake Hotel;
New Concord at Paris Lantributions are accepted.
ding State Park at eleven
a.m.; Harris Grove with Mrs.
Bill Wrather at one p.m.;
Pacers. South Pleasant
Grove, and New Frontier,
with places not announced.
Murray Bass Club' is
scheduled to have a dinner
meeting at the Triangle Inn at
6:30 p.m.
Kirksey Senior Citizens will
meet in the home of Mrs. Dixie
p.m.
one
at
Palmer
Crocheting and just visiting
will be featured.
Join the L131, archaeologist
to explore a 1.000 year old
village site of the Mississippian Indians by meeting at the
South Information Station,
Land Between the Lakes, at
ten a.m.
Activities at the nutrition
program at Douglas Center
will be bingo at 11:30 a.m.',
lunch at twelve noon, and
Harvey Elder to speak on
-Civil War In This Area" at
12:30 p.m
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Frances Drake

Thursday,June 15
Welcome Wagon Club will
meet at the home of laada
Knight, 703 North 18th Street,
at 7:30 p.m.

FOR WEDNESDAY,JUNE 14,
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
at the home of Mrs. Bill Settle
at seven p.m.

ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. '201
Avoid a tendency toward
lethargy. You could make some4.
unusual strides if you put your
Extension workers of First talents to work. Stress your
Baptist Church will meet at innate adaptability in unusual
situations.
two p.m.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Temple Hill Chapter No 511
A fine outlook! Day will be
Order of the Eastern Star will
good for making profitable
deals and arrangements._
meet at 7:30 p.m. •
Knuckle down to steady work,
forge ahead with a carefully
Murray Business dnd prepared program.
Professional Women's Club GEMINI
will meet at 5:30 p.m. at the (May 22 to June 21)
Some challenges possible but
Murray Woman's Club House.
face them — unafraid. With the
Murray Women of dm Geminian's ingenuity and
foresightedness, you should
Moose will meet at eight p.m. solve all situations handily.
at the lodge hall.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
You may not blaze any trails
Ellis Center will be open now, but that shouldn't deter
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for you from being the dedicated
activities by Senior Citizens individual you usually are. It
with devotion at 10:05 a.in., will pay, too, with gains of
enduring worth.
skin care demonstration by I.E0
Earleen Doran at 10:30 a.m., I July 24 to Aug, 23) 4/21Rq
sack lunch at noon, table
Certain limitations to your
games or visit friends at success can be overcome if you
take time to redefine your aims
Westview at one p.m.
and expand operations so as to
make a wider use of your
Murray-Calloway
County • talents.
Community Theatre will VIRGO
present -The Hobbit" at 7:30
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) IIPA
p.m. in the new city-county
A better organized'routine
could help you to bring things up
park.
to the mark you desire, maybe
•
set a new record. plan yourday_
`
Activities at the nutrition well.
program at Douglas Center il.IBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
will be bingo at 11:30 a.m., ) Thinking about new
ventures
lunch at twelve noon, and will not be enough. Back good
Clara Bramley to present a ideas with ACTION — after
program on outdoor cooking determining their value,
feasibility.
at 12:30 p.m.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
A new prospect may be up for
consideration but, before accepting, ascertain whether it is
what you REALLY want.

temperate in demands, do not
expect the unreasonable and
tackle as much as you can
without overtaxing yourself.
PISCES
t Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
€•
A test day of sorts. Select your
own course if you prefer, but
avoid contention with those who
have a program on which you
really should work. Cooperation
will pay off. _
. YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly imaginative, ingenious
and versatile individual. Both
intuition and memory are
remarkable in the Geminian
and you have what amounts tf.:))1.4
"sixth sense" when it comes to
anticipating the future. There is
nothing "supernatural" about
this. It is but a result of your,
constant search for knowledge,
keen observance of situations
and an uncanny ability to sense
undercurrents which helps you
to analyze them correctly.
When you take action,
therefore, it is with know-how
and precision. You work best
when working alone but, being
extremely adaptable, can
produce equally well when
mass cooperation is required.
Fields in which you could ezeel:
writing, music, journalism, the
theater, the law and politics.
Birthdate of: Harriet Beecher
Stowe, -author; John McCormack, singer; Burt Ives,
theatrical entertainer.

Esste Caldwell Is
Medalist For Oaks

41_.rzf,

Sharon McKinney Honored
With Bridal Shower Here
Sharon McKinney,June 30th
bride-elect of Craig Darnell,
was honored with a bridal
shower at the community
room of the First Federal
Savings and Loan, Main and
Seventh Strrets, Murray.
The hostesses for the special
occasion were Mrs. Theresa
Knight, Mrs. Clara Mitchell,
and Mrs. Mary Lou Lyles.
For the eyent the honoree
chose to wear a blue quina knit
dress and was presented with
a corage of blue catnations
with double wedding rings tied
with love knots.
Games were played with
Mrs. Ted Darnell, Mrs. Lloyd
McKinney, and Mrs. Otha
Mae Darnell as winners.

Vows To Be Read

Your Individual
Horoscope

Refreshments were served
from the table covered with a
beige antique hand crocheted
cloth over blue and centered
with an arrangement of silk
spring flowers in silver containers flanked by candles in
crystal holders. Yellow punch
was served along with blue
and white decorated cake.
The hostesses presented the
honoree with a double hamburger maker Among the
gifts presented to the honoree
was a full size quilt made IzT
-the groom-elect's great
grandmother, Mrs. Ruth
canady.
Approximately
forty-five
persons were present or sent
gifts.

SAGITTARIUS
Ziov; 23 to Dec. 21) )(1r.(0).
Viited influences mixed
Possibilities
.
. How you react,
how you meet competition and
how you cLoperate with
associates will be telling points
in day's results.
CAPRICORN
t Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Despite a few minor obstacles, you should do well now
Work with those who are adept
at getting things done, acid don't
squander your fine tal ts on
trivia.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ."'.
Some unforeseen rhinges
indicated. Take all in stridg. Be

Miss Rhonda Estelle Sledd
and Glenn Ricky Mathis
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sledd of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of, their youngest
daughter, Rhonda Estelle, to Glenn Ricky Mathis, son of Mr.
and Mrs. George Mathis of Murray Route Three.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Estelle Brown
and the late Hassel Brown of Hazel, and of Mr. and Mrs. W. B.
Sledd. She is attending Calloway County High School where
she will graduate in the spring of 1979.
Grandparents ot the groom-elect are John Finis Lindsey and
the late Sarah Lindsey of Murray, and of the late Mr. and Mrs.
James Edward Mathis. He is a 1974 graduate of Calloway
County High School and is presently self-employed.
The vows will be Solemnized on Friday, July 21, at seven
p.m. at the Memorial Baptist Church, Murray. A reception will
follow in the felloship hall of the church.
All family and friends are invited to attend.

Essie Caldwell was medalist
for the ladies day golf held at
the Oaks Country Club on
Wednesday, June 7, according
to the golf hostess, Burlene
Brewer.
Others named were Mrs.
Brewer, first flight; Peggy
Noel, second flight; Virginia
Jones,low putts.

Pick Up Your FREE

"Abloom with Love"
Brochure
Rowers chosen especially for
your wedding to express all the
beautiful sentiments for your
Day.
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HOSPITAL PATINET
Stevie Ferguson of Route
One, Puryear, Tenn., has been
dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
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Hazel Woman's Club Has
Luncheon, Senior Citizens

Potted plants were given at
The Hazel Woman's Club
held its annual Senior Citizens a drawing following Mr.
Luncheon at the Hazel Valentine's presentation and
"The Bad News
041 N Central Ctr
7:20,
Community Center in Hazel on ditty bags were given to each
Beats Go To Japan" cm)
9:10
person present.
Saturday, May 20.
R's For Everyone
,$aiis lbws.
There were approximately
The devotional was given by
Mrs. Jackie Butterworth, club 80 guests present at the lunmember, and the invocation cheon.
410911111119
OPEN 8:00 START 8:30
was given by Joe Thompson,
mayor of the City of Hazel.
South
It
After the luncheon a
program was presented by
:
lads Wed.
Richard Valentine, Director of
the Community Theater in
Murray, -who was assisted by
•
Joe Jackson, who played the
The workshop for the new
piano, and by Bill Phillips and and old officers of the
Mrs. Rose thitland, who were Calloway County High School
•
from the audience.
Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America was
held Tuesday, June 6, at the
\home 'economics department
of the school.
Sharon
Walker, new
president, presided and set up
committees for the year The
Dr. Richard R. Cunningham, M.D., FACOG PSC announces he will be
next
executive
council
meeting was scheduled on
moving his practice from 807 Poplar to
July 25.
Other officers are Dawn
Sledd, first vice-president;
Karon Walker, second vice715S 12th, suite B
president; Charlotte Course'',
parliamentarian; Jane Greer.
secretary;
Joy
The Murray Women's Clinic will be exclusively limited to the practice
Kelso,
treasurer; Amanda Dunn,
of Obstetrics and Gyneocology; and will open on Or aboutlay 1,1978.
reporter; Jackie Miller,
recreational leader; Tammy
Tqrsak, assistant recreational
Dr. Richard Cunningham
leader;
Shirley
Elkins
proudly announces the
devotional leader.
association of
The advisors are Hess
Kerlick and Lucy Forrest
Following the meeting the
• group had lunch at Sirloin
as of July Is, 101
-Stale&. -LOOSEN CRUST
If you've, made a cookie
TELEPHONE:
crumb and butter crust for an
Office and After Hours
ice cream pie, dip the bottom
759-1550
of the plate in warm water to
July,
1
further
information
Watch for
loosen the frozen crust so it
comes out intact for each
serving.

Cewlir

Onbrrrila

Calloway FHA
Has Workshop
And Luncheon

EX
BRi

HUGE SAVINGS

n TV &STEREO...while they last!

0••••••t!.111.:1•00111100
•
•

NOTICE

THE MURRAY WOMEN'S CLINIC

SAMUEL G. McOASKILL,JR. MD

NEL
IS A
AP
MANUF
CO
Model 4050
Model 4524 Early

American

Complete with Automatic Fine Tuning, this
beautifully crafted Magnovox will bring you accurately tuned pictures on any channel-UHF or
VHF. The also have a Super Bright Matrix Picture Tube for brilliant color pictures, plus a
highly reliable 100 percent solid-state chassis.
Fine furniture styli.g, too. Exceptional valueseven without these special savings'

13" diagonal Color Portable
Here's an outstanding value that will bring you great
viewing at a budget-pleasing price — with Automatic
Fine Tuning for accurately tuned pictures, the
• Precision In-Line Tube System for exceptional color
and brightness... plus a highly reliable,energy-saving
100% solid-state chassis.

NA
01STI
I NI
ADVI

$20995
SAVE $100.00 Nows5299 SAVE $50.00 NOW

COME IN...BUY NOW and SAVE!
.1 ALL
:• YARD
(Formerly JIB Illusicdames and Batty Clayton Owners)

Dixieland Center

7534515

Murray, Kyl.
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HOSPITAL PATIENT
Bennie Simmons of Murray
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.

Captain D's.

Mother No's
Ring-in-Nose
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My mother won't let me get my nose
pierced. It's really not dangerous—it's no more dangerous
than piercing your ears. All my girlfriends are doing it and
I think it looks neat. Some of the guys have even done it.
Nose piercing has been. done for hundreds, maybe
thousands of years in Egypt and Africa. You wear a little
gold ring through the hole.
How can I get my mother to let me get my nose pierced?
I know a lady who will do it for $5, but you have to have
your mother's permission.
WANTS NOSE PIERCED

nnounce the
eir youngest
LS, son of Mr.

:stelle Brown
id Mrs. W. B.
school where

Lindsey and
Mr. and Mrs.
of Calloway
1.
21, at seven
•eception will

AT JAMBOREE—Lillie Farris, director of the Swing and Sway Band of the MurrayCalloway County Senior Citizens, dances with an unidentified 90 year old man at the
jamboree held at Kentucky Dam Village State Park. In the background are members of
the Swing and Sway Band performing.
Photo by Bill Phillips

Murray Swing & Sway Band
Performs At The Jamboree

MISS YOUR PAPEC
Sandberg %vim hove set
received tbã issoos-delivered
copy if Th. Reny, lodoer
Times by 5:30 p.n. Ilkeedey-.
friday or by 3:30 p. w. se SuterIns we wood te ail 753-1914
besiege 5:30 p. w. owl-4 p.w.,
Many-fridgry, et 3:30 p.
al 4 p. us. Setwarys, is losers
delivery of tbe misspent. Cols
west be pieced by 6 p.m. weekes or • pa. Iseeraft•I.
pereettee delivery.

Alan Blaustein, Director of
the Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens, acted as
Master of Ceremonies for the
event.
The Swing,and Sway Band,
composed of members of the
Murray Senior Citizens and
directed by Lillie Farris,
performed to a Farge and
appreciative audience, stated
Mr. Phillips. Lillie Farris also
entertained with a short skit of
Minnie Pearl.
Approximately 600 senior
citizens from the Purchase
Area were in attendance
Chartered buses were used for
transportation and dinner was
served outdoors.
Bill Phillips reported that
among the local dignitaries in
attendance were Melvin
Henley, Murray Mayor,
Henry Hodges, Director of the
Purchase Area Development
District, Mike Miller, Mar-

shall County Judge, and Dick
Castleman, Graves County
Judge.
The entertainment consisted of squar dancing,
gospel singing, Puppet shows
and musical groups. Phillips
stated that, notwithstanding a
natural bias in their favor,
the Murray-Calloway County
Seniotor Citizens Swing and
Sway Band was the outstanding feature of the day.

-Mr- B&W/mt.
SMITH GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Smith of
Adairsville, Ga., are the
parents of a baby girl, Ambera Joan, born Sunday
May 28, at 1:24 p.m.
They have one son. Leon
Smith of Murray is a grandfather.
NEED,
<<"

NF F DI WOMAN

N E EIDE WOMAN

PRICES
GOOD
THROUGH
SATURDAY
JUNE 17m

N EEDOWOMAN
1

0

DEAR ABBY: Last year, the manager of our son's Little
League baseball team screamed, yelled, jumped up and
down on his cap and turned purple in the face every time
one of the boys made a mistake. I've seen him get so •
worked up I was afraid he'd have a heart attack. He
constantly belittled the boys, and I've seen him humiliate
some to the point of tears. Most of the kids are afraid to get
near him when he's angry.
I don't think 8- and 9-year-olds should be subjected to
this kind of tension and abuse, do you?
I told my husband that I didn't want our son to play in
Little League with that manager anymore. My husband
says there is good and bad in all sports, and since we can't
change the manager's disposition, we should accept it and
let our boy play.
How do you (aryl others) feel about this?
INDIANA MOM
DEAR MOM: I think you should have a meeting with
the parents of the other boys in Little League and discuss
it. You may not be able to change the manager's
disposition, but you can change managers.

6'

HAS PURCHASED THE ENTIRE
SURPLUS FABRIC INVENTORY FROM THE P1

.THOUSANDS & THOUSANDS
OF YARDS
•AISO INCLUDES NELLY
DON SAMPLE CUTS FROM
MANY FAMOUS MILLS
ACROSS THE COUNTRY

NOV DON

0

oon°
(Ntoss

a
LLJ
LU

Teat

SALE EXTENDED ANOTHER WEEK

NELLY DON
IS A LARGE
APPAREL
MANUFACTURING
COMPANY
WITH
NATIONAL
DISTRIBUTION
&NATIONAL
ADVERTISING

95

I:,

WOVENS • KNITS
25% OFF
ENTIRE STORE

ON ALL
NELLY DON
AND
ALL NEEDLEWOMAN
FABRICS
\
/

"EVERY NOTION- ITEM,
ALL PATTERNS. EVERY
YARD O'F FABRIC.
NO EXCEPTIONS!
NVINOAA -110.-:1 IN

\
\
\

PLUS REG.DRINK
ONLY

1417 Olive

' Reg.$ 2.P7

Save60e

Captain D's.

Hon.-Sa1.10:00 a.m.-6:00 P.m.
(family Owned
and Operated)

rn
rn

FANCIES • SOLIDS

Offer good thru June 30,'78
Murray ,Ky.
753-9383

RRMHTS
7fr

Instead

R

Bras

Off

Save at the

$100

PLAYTEX-

Living' Bras

summer

$100

Off

i can't believe its
a girdle' girdle

$2°° Off
i can't believe its
a girdle' All-In-Ones

$40° Off

Sale ends July 8, 1978

Newspaper reach is constant
throughout the year.
INDEX OF CIRCULATION'

April
May

98°7r
98
99
99
99

June

98

January
February
March

1N

NtIVNIOAA

98
97
98
100
100
99

July
August
September
October
November
December

'October/November. maximum circulation months =100%

e"

Number of readers per copy
continues at the same level.

Newspaper reach is constant --1
throughout the week.
INDEX OF READERSHIP'
(ADULTS 21 YRS. OR OLDER)

READERS PER COPY OF DAILY NEWSPAPER
Men

Monday
Tuesda,,
Wednesday
Thursclx,
Friday

98%
95
98
100
100

1967
1970
1973

0

NOT JUST A FEW SELECTED ITEMS ON SALE X>
THAT MAY NOT FIT YOUR
PRESENT NEEDS—BUT
WE ARE SELLING EVERY
ITEM IN OUR STORE AT
25% OFF OUR REGULAR
LOW PRICES.`
rn

NViAlOM

106,581,000
108,958,000
I I I ,325,000
I I 3,556,000

1960
1965
1970
1974

0
IDEAL
FOR
ALL
PATTERNS
DRESS,
rTi
SPORTSWEAR, rn
0
AND
EVENING 0
EAR

the
xilor
ving

only

1-Shirts
Etc.

TOTAL DAILY AND
SUNDAY CIRCULATION
ALL U.S. NEWSPAPERS

TO CELEBRATE THIS
TREMENDOUS "URCHASE
WE ARE
OFFERING
ALL
NOTIONS

from

Newspaper circulation
continues to grow.

0

1st!

Father's Day

Newspapers.
They Reach A Nation Every Day.

Your Response Was Tremendous! To Accommodatern
cj
Customers We Were Unable to Serve, We Are Offering
These Outstanding Values One More Week

lii

on

DEAR GETTING. In order for a marriage to succeed,
candor and communication are essential. Start now by
telling your fiance exactly how you feel about his
daughters attending your wedding. If you can't be
completely honest with him now, prepare for some very
ficult times ahead.

IN KANSAS

O

T-Shirt

DEAR ABBY: I am marrying a man who has three
daughters (5, 7 and 9) by a previous marriage. My fiance
wants his daughters to attend our wedding, and I don't
think they should. The girls live with their mother, tvho
will not be at my wedding, so my fiance will have to look
after them during the ceremony. Perhaps I should mention
that his daughters are ill-mannered and boisterous; they
fight among themselves and don't obey their father, and
I'm afraid they might disrupt the ceremony. This is my
first wedding and I want it to go smoothly, Abby.
Also I don't know whether the girls' mother has
poisoned their minds against me, but they don't seem to
like me very much, which makes me uncomfortable.
Please don't use my name, initials or town, just tell me
how to handle this. Thanks.
GETTING MARRIED

ANY !"
NELLY DON COMP
CITY
EXAMPLES OF
BRAND NAMES:

• 2piecesof rash filet
• crispfrench fries
• creanrycoleslaw
• 2Southern-Style
hush puppies.

9-8 MON.-SAT.
SUN. 1-5

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

O

Give Dad
A

Are your problems too heavy to handle alone? Let Abby
help you. For • personal, unpublished reply, write: Abby:
Box 69'7-00, Los Angeles, Calif. 90069. Enclose a stamped,
self-addressed envelope.

0

Z

1.•

DEAR WANTS: Sorry, I can't help you do something I
—Milk you'd regret. If you want to wear a ring through
your nose; get the type that clips on, but you don't need
) hole in your head. IP.S. When girls got bored, back
in the Stone Age when I was young, we used to make
uc ge
fanother.

•

Citizen
Senior
The
organizations from Western
Kentucky held their annual
Jackson Purchase Senior
Citizen Jamboree on Tuesday,
June 6, at the Kentucky Dam
Village State Park, according
to Bill Phillips, c4rrnan of
the local group.

Penn pals? A University of
Pennsylvania official has
acknowledged that some high
school students who seek
admission to Penn are given
"a measure of preference."

Women

Total
2.1
2.1
2.1
•

*Tliursdoy Friday, maximum
readersh ,b days:/00%
Source

Basic Facts About Newspapers, NAB (March. 1975)
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Opinion Paw_

Looking Back
10 Years Ago

EDITORIAL

California's
Tax Revolt
taxes and got squeezed like a
By a smashing 2 to 1
Sunkist
lemon. Did the
majority, hard-pressed
legislature
vote tax relief? Not
---- Californians have voted to slash
exactly.
It
voted a whopping
their property taxes by 643
raise
for
and for state
itself
year,
percent, or $7 billion a.
employees.
much-needed
a
sending
In these circumstances it was
message to politicians in that
right
and proper that taxpayers
nation.
state and across the
used
the blunt instrument of a
the
that
The message is.
•
ballot
initiative to free themenough
of
people have had
selves
from fiscal oppression.
ever-growing
soaring taxes and
As they always do, the
government spending. It is a
politicians tried to scare the
politicians
.message
.
public,
-claiming that if the
atpay
should
everywhere
initiative passed there would be
: ten‘ion to, or else find themwholesale firings of police and
selves out of office.
In a striking example of closings of schools. (Why is it
that
the
word
when
direct democracy, California
"economizeis
heard,
voters decided to limit property
politicians talk about laying off
taxes to 1 percent of assessed
cops and teachers, not their
valuations (taxes now average
own non-working cronies or
3 percent). They also limited
boosts in assessments to 2 office girlfriends?)
To their credit, Californians
percent a year and required a
couldn't be bluffed. And Gov.
two-thirds vote of the state
legislature to raise other taxes. Jerry Brown, who had warned
All this is widely desCribed as of "chaos" if the initiative won,
a . "tax revolt.- In fact . now is trying to save his
political future by riding with
California's taxpayers are longthe
tax revolt.
-suffering and moderate and
He
is working to shift the
had. to -be prodded into instate's
surplus of about $5
surrection by an insensitive and
billion
to
school districts and
piggish political class.
localities
so
they can adjust to
The state has a progressive
the
lower
property taxes.
income tax (last raised by the
California
will
get by. andin the
fake antitax crusader, Ronald
long
run
its
economy will
Reagan). As inflation pushed
benefit
from
the
enforced tax
Californians into higher tax
cuts
and
higher.
will
produce
brackets during the last few
revenues
politicians
to
for
the
; years, money flowed into the
play
with.
state treasury.
What is most encouraging is
Meanwhile the state went
;
that
California often sets the
through a real estate boom,
style
for
the rest of-the country.
causing property asseSsments
One
hopes
its message spreads
to rise faster than in any other
to
other
states
where the taxstate. This permitted school,
and
-spend
set
has
not yet been
county and local authorities to
finally,
if we all
awakened.
And
spend to their heart's 'content.
are
cry
of
lucky,
the
That was nice for the
"Enough!•
will
reach
politicians, but the ordinary
person was caught between Washington, source of the inhigher income and property flation that is so vexing the
country.

Agree Or Not

Bs

.‘an Curan

The Democratic
Field Grows
FRANKFORT — William Bill) Cox's
announcement last week that he is a
candidate for the lieutenant governorship in the Democratic primary
-next May just about shapes up the field
for the two top spots.
He is the fifth to make his intentions
known to seek this office. The others
are State Senator Joe Prather, James
Vernon of Corbin who worked in the
Department of Public Information;
,Supreme Court Clerk Martha Layne
Collins; and former state Senator
Richard Lewis of Benton.
• C• ox directed Gov. Julian Carroll's
airimary campaign far the gover)torshop and later worked as one of his
:chief advisors, and then went to
;Washington in the Department of
Transportation.
The field for governor on the
Democratic side is even more crowded
with six candidates, five of them
challenging Commerce Corrunissioner
Terry McBrayer, the governor's
:fhoice.
First District U.S. Rep, Carroll
Hubbard still keeps kicking the political
door open for this rice and has been a
critic of the Carroll administration.
State Auditor George Atkins keeps
challenging the governor over his use of
airplanes and other actions, and this
keeps Atkins' name in the news constantly It is quite evident that Atkins
has won some support from the public
in challenging Carroll.
Lieutenant Gov. Thelma Stovall, a
name that has been around in state
governrnent for more than 20 years, is
making a strong bid. Her support has
been from labor and women's groups as
-I:house crowd- across
well as the "emir
the state.
Former Louisville Mayor Harvey
Sloan has been traveling about the state
quite a bit and seems to have been the,
first to set up a campaign organization
Agriculture Corruniasioner Thomas
0 llirris Is
the flee and Will be
depending upon agriculture interests as
hiis strongest base,hut he also has other
ettlinections in business circles.
Stovall and Sloan are both from
Louisville and are likely to split the vote
there in Jefferson County which contains about 30 percent of the statewide

vote.
McBrayer is from Eastern Kentucky
while Atkins and Hubbard are both
from' the first congressional district in
Western Kentucky. This portion of the
state has had the governorshop in the
last two times. It could be time for a
change.
One of the big questions in political
discussions around the Capitol City is
will McBrayer choose a running mate
among the five candidates for
lieutenant governor. Mrs. Collins has
always been a strong supporter and
close friend of both former Gov.
Wendell-it Ford and the Carroll administration. At the same time,
Hubbard was a classmate of Mrs.
Collins' husband and Carroll spent a
weekend in their home in a recent visit
to the state.
Prather, president pro-tern ot ths
Senate, also has been a dale ally of the
governor and served with him in the
House. Richard Lewis also has served
with hirn in the House with Carroll and
McBrayer. Vernon is the one with the
least ties to the administration.
The big question is "Will Carroll's
support be to a candidate's advantage
or be a handicap?"
I keep getting messages that county
judges across the state are blaming
Carroll for doing them out of their
judicial powers in the court
reorganization even though this was a
consitutional amendment voted by the
people. Police chiefs is some of the
smaller towns also are miffed over this
change
The police chiefs could go to their
county judies in the rural counties and
get farth"-done for some of their
friends. They've lost this contact. And
other county officials 'don't like the
change, but this is not a state-wide
feeling; but it is enough to make a
difference in a close race
The-corrnpair warn-really get going-until after the first of the year, but there
are slot of factors that can make it
interesting
Every administration is able to raise
money and swing slaw import behind
a candidate, but the Nesse. candidate
has to take the thorns with the roses.

"Scram-we'll take care of everything!"

20 Years Ago

Garrott's Galley

What Did We Do Before TV?
We Went To The Baseball Games
"What did .we ever do before radio
and television?"
Every now and then you'll hear
someone ask that question.
The answer is lots of things—lots of
thought
creative,
whOlesome,
provoking, exciting things.
One favorite pastime here in Murray
during the summertime,so some of my
senior citizens friendi tell me,was to go
to the ball park and root for the town's
independent baseball team, and that
reaches back near the beginning of the
century.
Evidence of this is the picture below,
the orginal still in remarkably good
condition, which my walking freind, T.
Sledd, shared with me the other day.
How many of the players can you
identify without looking at the names?.
+ + 4There were only 11 men on the team,
and with one exception all were Murray
fellows. Almost every one of them could
and did pitch if necessary "They
played about 1910, and was one of the
first baseball teams, if not the first, to
play in Murray," T. said, "My father
was a big baseball fan, and he often
took me to see this team play. They
played on a field down where the old
Douglas High School is now, and it cost
a quarter to get in."
Carlisle Cutchin, who went on to help
build the athletic program at Mw-ray
State and earn membership in its
athletic Hall of Fame as baseball and
basketball coach, was an infielder and
a pitcher on the (earn.
At first base and also a pitcher was
Earl Davis, whose parents lived where
Dr. Castle Parker's dental office is
today and whose father ran a livery
stable located on the court square
where Ward-Elkins is now.
The only surviving member of the
team, Davis is believed to live
somewhere in Missouri today. How
interesting it would be to talk with him
about their playing days.
Hub Burton was an outfielder and
worked for the Nashville, Chattanooga
and St. Louis Railroad. Pumkin
Beaman played third base and also
worked with the NC di St. L Railroad.
He was a brother of Mrs. Luther
Jackson, who lives on Calloway Street,
She passed away recently.
Tellus Black lived in Behton and was
the only player on the team not from
Murray,Then a little town of about 2,000
people.
++4
The teams they played generally
came in by train as that was the only
transportation available at that time.
Usually they would play a three-game
series and came from Nashville,
Jackson, Owensboro, Henderson and
the like. "Lots of Tennessee towns—
Milan, Union City, Dyersburg and
-others—had real good teams." T.
recalled.

RAF1F11111
1971!

—

Jr., of Murray was
Buel Stalls,'
elected as notional treasurer at the 17th
annual convention of Phi Beta Lambda
i business fraternity) held in
Washington, D. C., June 8-10. Stalls is
now serving as Kentucky state
president and local vice-president.'
Jerry 'David Newsome and Mitchel
Jerome Black, both 19, were inducted
into the U. S. Army in the June draft
call for Calloway County, according to
Mrs. Gussie Adams, executive
secretary of Local Board No. 10 of the
Selective Service.
Deaths reported include Jerry Dean
Rutherford, age 14, who drowned June
10 while swimming in Kentucky Lake
near Buchanan, Tenn., and Rudolph
Roberts, age 57.
George C. Oakley,son of Dr. and Mrs.
thigL. Csakely, received his D.M.D.
degree, doctor of dental medicine, at
the University of Kentucky college of
Dentistry, Lexington. He has a commission in the U.S. Army and has been
assigned to Fort Meade, Md.
Miss Barthela Jo Wrather, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Yandall Wrather, and
Sgt. Thomas L Pierce, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James Luther Pierce of Savannah, Ga., were married May 24 at the
First Methodist Church.

THE MURRAY INDEPENDENTS OF 1910—From the left, front row, Hatford Hay, Clyde Downs, Ziba Williams, Will Young Taz Miller and George
Gatlin. Back row, from the left, Carlisle Cutchin, Earl Davis, Hub Burton,
Pumkin Beamer and Tellus Black. The picture was made on the front steps
of the First Methodist Church, located at the time on the corner of South
5th and Maple Streets where the vacant lot next to Purdom's Furniture
is
now.
On holidays and special occasions,
Sam Young.
doubleheaders were played, and many
Taz Miller, who later was in the
is the time that special trains were
clothing business with T.'s father, W. T.
made up and ridden to Murray by the
Sledd, was a pitcher. Later than that,
Nashville fans when their teams would
he also was in the clothing business
come here for one of these
with Wells Purdom and Kelly Dick
doubleheaders.
where the Bank of Murray now is
But back to the team:
located.
Behind the plate was Haffocd Hay,
Another pitcher was George Gatlin, a
whose father. J. B. Hay, was in the
member of a -prominent family and
lumber business where the old National
whose father owned the Gatlin Building
Hotel is now. His sister, Mrs. Ruth
where Jack Benton's Twin Lakes Office
Filbeck, still lives on Main Street just
Supplies is located today. Mrs. Jim
west of the old hotel.
(Eleanor)Diuguid, who lives on Sharpe
Clyde Downs, considered one of the
Street, is his daughter.
best baseball players ever to come out
+++
of West Kentucky, played second base.
There also was a fine (earn of black
He lived at the corner of 5th and Poplar
players in Murray about the same time
where the city utilities offices are
and which T. called "as good as any in
today His father was in the tobacco
the country," but he didn't remember
packing and shipping business.
much about them. Maybe some of you
,Ziba Williams was a pitcher and a
can help us out on them.
brother of Tom Williams, who will be
Their pitcher was Bert Wells, who, it
is said, could pitch from second base.
remembered by many for his soda
jerking days at the Dale di Stubblefield
The second bsseman was Iangford
drug store.
Payton, a tall, lanky, loose player.
The shortstop was Will Young, a
Goldie Morris was a left-handed pitbrother of one of the town's doctors, Dr.
cher, and another was Bernie Bogard
Do you remember any of those
fellow' Those who can say they—both
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
black and white—could really play
As a service to our readers, The
baseball.
Murray
Ledger
di
Times
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of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
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Bible Thought

George Ligon, James Thurmond,
Marshall Bradley, Joe Cowin, and Jim
Irby are new members of the Murray
Lions Club.
Deaths 'reported include James
Bobbin Housden,age one day, Mrs. Ada
'McDaniel, age 87, Mrs. Hattie Clanton,
age 87, and Mrs. Louis Wrather.
The Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of
the Daughters of the American
Revolution has been awarded the Gold
Star this year, according to Mrs. Price
Doyle, member, who represented the
chapter at the recent Continental
Congress of the DAR held at
Washington, D. C. Mrs. Leon Grogan is
chapter regent.
Benita Maddox of the Murray
Training School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America was elected
as one of the vice-presidents of the
Kentucky FHA at the meeting held at
Bowling Green.
Janice and Phyllis Perry, Joan Riley,
Linda and Nancy Wilson, Sharon
Venable, Betty Jones, Sharon Sledd,
and LaJeanna Paschall of the Kirksey
Junior 4-H Club are completing summer projects under the leadership -of
Annettee Palmer.

30 Years Ago
Murray Boy Scouts are pictured as
they work to clear the Bowman
Cemetery, north of Murray, where
Nathan B. Stubblefield, inventor of
radio, is buried.
James E. Collie of Murray was
among the 2,051 graduates receiving
degrees at 119th commencement of
Indiana University on June 13.
The Rev. J. Ia, Ryberg, pastor of the
Cherry Corner Baptist Church, will
speak at the Lakeview Community
Church on Sunday at three p.m.
The Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will have a Vacation Bible School
starting June 14, according to the
pastor, the Rev. M. M. Hampton.
A large mouth bass weighing
pounds and measuring 244 Inches, was
caught June II by E. C. Viers of
Louisville in Kentucky Lake.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Cook on June 7.
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Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, June 13, the 164th
day of 1978. There are 201 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1956, Britain turned
the Suez Canal over to Egypt after
having operated the waterway for 74
years.
On this date:
In 1502, Christopher Columbus
discovered the West Indian island of
Martinique.
In 1841, the first Canadian parliament
opened in Ottawa.
In 1917, Gen. John Pershing and his
headquarters staff arrived in Paris in
World War I.
In 1940, Paris was declared an open
city in World War II.
In 1942, the U.S. Office of War
Information was created, with
broadcaster and writer Elmer Davis as •
director.
In 1969, withdrawal of U.S. combat
troops from South Vietnam began with
the pullout of a unit fighting in the
Mekong Delta.
Ten years ago: Some 12,000 U.S. and
South Vietnamese soldiers were
searching the outskirts of Saigon,
seeking the hideouts of enemy forces
that had been showering rockets on the
city.
Five years ago: Prealdent Richard
Nixon ordered a 60-day freeze on all
retail prices in a move against inflation,.
One year aaa: Former Supreme
Mai Sallee and AtLiney 'General
Tom Clark died in New York at the age
of 77.
Today's birthdays: Former football
Mar Red Grange is 75. Financier and
business executive Henry Crown is 82.
Thought for today: Whoso diggeth a
pit shall fall therein — the Proverbs,
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NA Suggests Moving
Flood-Prone Subdivision
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BENTON, Ky. (AP) — financing of the study inSome 26 homes in this town's dicates that TVA is concerned.
Tinsinger said that flood
Longview Subdivision may
have to be moved to avert control money comes from
future flooding of Town Creek, Congress.
according to Mayor Coy
FRAGRANCE CONSCIOUS
Creason.
A study recommends that MARIETTA, Ga. ( AP) —
are more fragrancethe houses be moved because Americansthan
ever before. Reconscious
flood
constant
the creek is a
of
sales
women's fratail
threat. Cresson said that the grances rose 54 percent to $1.1
Authority
Valley
Tennessee
billion in 1976 from $715 million
paid 70 percent of the cost of in 1972, Aromatics International
the study and might be willing reports.
to pay half of the cost of Fragrances for men showed
similar increases as retail sales
moving the 26 homes.
Jones Tinsinger, a TVA civil rose 49 percent to $591 million
engineer, said that the utility from $397 million for the same
hasn't decided if it will take a four-year period, the company
said.
part in the moving but that the
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TEACHERS HONORED-1. W. Jones, center, president of the North Calloway Elementary School Parent-Teacher Club, presented gifts to Elaine Spiceland Brown, left, and
Celia Miller Grogan, right honoring them on their retirement after many years of
teaching in the Calloway County Schools.
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Two Techers Honored With
Gifts By North School PTC
Celia Grogan and Elaine
Brown, retiring teachers at
North Calloway Elementary
School, were honored recently
by the North Calloway ParentTeacher Club at the reception
held for the faculty and staff
at the close of school in the
school cafeteria.
The president, J. W. Jones,
thanked everyone involved
and all the members for a
very fulfilling and rewarding
year. He then handed the
gavel to the new president,
Mrs. Sue Ford, who adjorned
the final meeting of the 1977-78
school year.
Mrs. Grogan, daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Edd
Miller of ; Hazel, attended
elementary and high school at
Hazel High School graduating
in 1936. She received her B. S.
degree from Murary State in
1941. She is married to Cleo
Grogan and they reside on a
farm at New Providence.
They have one son, Michael
Grop,an.
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She has taught a total of
twenty-nine years with her
first school at Backusburg, a
two room school in Calloway
County, and then at Palma in
Marshall County. She spent
thirteen years teaching the
fifth grade, second grade, and
also the seventh and eighth
and high school. The time at
New Concord was during
World War H when most men
were being drafted so Mrs.
a
on
taught
Grogan
provisional certificate until
receiveing her degree.
Later Mrs. Grogan taught at
Hazel for one year and Almo
for eight years. When the new
elementary schools were
built, she moved to North
where she has taught sixth
grade language arts for the
past four years.
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See Marjorie Major
Travel Consul

Daytona's

AGEIICY
EAR LANDS TRAVEL CAR
RENTALS,
MOTELS,

Castaway

TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
No Charge by us.
Price same as direct.
For Information and
Trowel Literature call

BEACH MOTEL

2075 S. Atlantic Ave.,
P.O. Box 7437
Daytona Beach, Fla. 32016 I
Ph. (904) 255-6461
1
Please send new color
I brochure & rate sheet
I Name
Street
I City
State,

753-GOGO (4646)

I

Mu Revs. Office Bedding,
711 Mom Street

I.

DUNN'S
FATHER'S DAY

BARGAINS!
wallaway®
•

designed to be placed only 1 1/2"from the wall!

\

4..

• Secrting for over 150
• Stained glass &
Antique Furnishing
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Super Special For Kids
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FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS
You Can't Eat This Good
at home for 99
i.usurimu inning
for 275 Peoplc

510 Main

DUNN'S YOUR EXCLUSIVE BERKLINE
DEALER OFFER THE LOWEST PRICE
IN THE AREA WE DARE YOU TO COMPARE. IF YOU FIND A LOWER PRICE
ON THE SAME QUALITY RECLINER WE
WILL GO BELOW THAT PRICE.

uaranteed
Quick
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Pagliai's Pizza
753-2975
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Or Casual Dress
• Moderate Cost
• Individual Private
Dining

Next time you get the urge to
. .
play around in Florida
Come to Daytona's Castaway,
the state's most complete playground for singles and families
alike. Check these features ...
O 650 ft. on Beach & Ocean
fl 300 Rooms, Efficiencies,
Suites & Apartments
O Restaurant & Lounge
IT] Night Club, Dancing &
Entertainment
[1) 2 Pools, Kiddie Pool &
Playground
O Volleyball & Shuffleboard
ci) Basketball, Game Room
ID Sauna, Exercise Rooms
Ei Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
O Color TV & Refrigerator
ID Tennis & Golf Privileges •
o 65 Miles to Disney World
Daily door-to-door Bus
Service available
Free chaise lounges
▪ Ample self parking
Come play ,in our playground,
it's Daytona's most complete
year 'round fun resort!

exclusively BERKLINE
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Tenn., until the last semester
when she moved to Murray,
enrolling at Murray Training
School graduating in 1928. She
graduated Murray State
College in August 1932 with a
B. S. degree. Her mother was
also a teacher.
Her first job was teaching
an adult education class under
a federal program. During
this time she was recommended to take a supervisor's
position over sewing projects
in eight of the western
counties of the state working
with this until the projects
were closed in 1940. She taught
Jim Feltner, principal of school at Hazel from 1940 to
North Calloway Elementary 1942 resigned to take a job
School, has released the honor with the Western Kentucky
roll for the last six weeks of Stages working there until
1954.
the school year as follows:
started
Brown
Mrs.
grade—Steve
Sixth
French, Charles Cathey, teaching again in 1956. She
Jimmy Parrish, and Danny spent two years teaching
home economics at New
Pruitt.
Seventh grade—Gina Coy, Concord, two years at Dexter,
Anna Erwin, Raymond and then at Almo. When the
Grady, John Lovins, Tracy schools were consolidated she
came to North. She is a
Beach, and Lauren Gilson.
Eight grade—Robert Crick, member of the North FTC,
John Cathey, Lonna Furr, Calloway County Teachers
Mitzi McCallon, Trisha Clark, Association, KEA, NEA,
Julie Gargus, and Kevin.Business and Professional
Women's Club, and First
Hopkins.
Feltner also released the Baptist ilChurch where she
honor roll for the second sings in the church choir.
She is married to James
semester as follows:
Sixth grade—Steve French, Brown and they reside in
Todd Brown, Paula Warren, Murray. They have one
daughter, Barbara Brown
.id Jimmy Parrish.
grade—Doug Goodwin, who teaches fourth
Seventh
Brown, Van Bucy, Gina Coy, grade in Eustis, Fla., where
Raymond Grady , Michael her husband, Dennis Goodwin,
Holloway, John Lovins, Keith is minister of music at First
Allbritten, Tracy Beach, Baptist Church of Tavares,
Sherry Coy, Lauren Gilson, Fla.
and Shannon McDougal.
Eighth grade—John Cathey,
Every year, the American
Lonna Furr, Mitzi McCallon, Council of Life Insurance says,
Trisha Clark, Julie Gargus, over 350,000 heart attack deaths
Kevin Hopkins, and Robert occur before the stricken person can be taken to a hospital.
Crick.
Mrs. Brown, daughter of the
late Johnny Ahart and Stella
Spiceland Ahart, was born in
Stewart County, Tenn. She
attended grade school at
Poplar Springs near Model,
Tenn., high school at Dover,

PLAYGROUIND

RETIRES FROM TEACHING—Margaret Crawford has
retired after thirty-one years teaching in the Calloway
County Schools, and was honored at the banquet held by
the Calloway County Teachers recently. She began her
teaching career in 1946 teaching home economics at
taught fourth, fifth, and
Lynn Grove High School. She latereon,
sixth grades at Lynn Grove Elementary School before
going to Southwest Elementary School after consolidation where she completed her teaching career
teaching fourth grade there. During the past 'years at
Southwest Elementary she has shared her artistic talent
and knowledge with the sixth, seventh, and eight grades
in a ceramics class. Mrs. Crawford, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Clifton Key of Murray, holds the record of having
taught longer than any other teacher at Lynn Grove with
a total of twenty-six years. She and her husband, Donald
Crawford, reside in the Lynn Grove community. They
have one daughter, Vickie James,and one granddaughter,
Ken James.

U
Full Flocllne

Here's a great way to enjoy complete
recline relaxation without having to
take up a lot of space in your family
or living room. Berkline's CDexclusive
Wallaway® design recliners glides
forward, not back, as it reclines. This
allows easy room arranging since
chair may be placed just 1 1/2" from
the wall and will not touch the wall in
any position. A great space saver!
This is just one of Berkline's Super
Wallaway Stars. The subtle plaid
Herculon(R)cover sets off the contour
arms, button-tufted back and weltedge trim to perfection...yet provides
the beauty and wearability that you're
looking for.

Donn'sFurhitUYt Warehouse
Hwy. 641 North

9-5 Mon.-Thurs. & Sat.
9-8 P. M. Fridays

73-3037
•
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At Cherry Hills Thursday

Yar
Hol

Watson Shooting For 1st Open
DENVER AP) — Tom Watson is the
apparent heir to Jack Nicklaus as the
ruler of world golf.
He has it all — style, strength, intelligence. courage. ability.
If there's one knock on Watson. it's
his go-for-broke, aggressive attitude
and style of play.
But that will be played down, kept
under control this week in the US. Open
championship.
• The Open is the hardest tournament
in the world to win," said the fiecklefaced Watson, whose red hair and
boyish appearance belie a fiercely
competitive, ambitious personality.
'"It's the toughest to win because it
places such a premium on selfcontrol," Watson said.
The 1977 Player of the Year, the 1978
leading money-winner was doodling on
a paper placemat in the grill area off a
tour locker room and quickly began
sketching in an illustration of his point.
"The green's here a lopsided circle )
and it slopes this way )some contour
lines ) and there's a couple of bunkers
here ( two little ovals ) and the pin (a

little flag ) is here. Now, there's one
place you don't want to be. It's here.
) The pen tapped repeatedly on the
bunker.)
"With the green sloping away from
you, no green to work with, you've got
very little chance to get down in two.
You can get in those bunkers going for
the pin. But the price is too high. It's not
the percentage shot.
"So you go for the fat part of the
green and take it from there. You play
the course. You try to avoid the
mistake, particularly mental mistakes
and let the other guy make the mistake."
And Watson, winner of three 1978
titles and more than $200,000 already
this year, is a prime candidate for the
American national title in the 78th U.S.
Open that begins Thursday at the
Cherry Hills Country Club course. As
usual at an Open course, the rough is
up,the fairlays are narrow, the greens
are fast and the premium is on accuracy Off the tee.
Despite his gaudy record, Watson has
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had some difficulties in that area
earlier this year. But it's coming
around.
"You can tell when you're playing
well," he said. "Like last year at the
British Open)where he beat the mighty
Nicklaus in one of the greatest confrontations the game has ever seen) I
knew I was playing well. I knew I was
playing well going into that tournament. I'm not at that level now, but I'm
getting there."
He was a strong second-place finisher
in his last competitive start.
And the desire is there. Very
definitely.
"I've won three majors (two British
Opens, the 1977 Masters) but I haven't
won the U.S. Open," said Watson,
probably the outstanding player: in the
game at the,moment and sure to be a
top pre-tournament favorite.
"That's the big one. -That's the
national championship. That's the one I
want," Watson Said.
"Right now, that's my No. 1 goal -winning the U.S. Open.".
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Duels In Boxing, Horse Racing
Have A Great Deal In Common
came storming back.
In the space of less than 20 hardly known a year ago
The crowd went deliriously
a
lost
never
has
he
although
we
hours over the Weekend,
The fight reached a wild
mad.
were privileged to enjoy both professional fight.
in the final round with
climax
more
older,
Would the
— two widely separated
dead on their feet
boxers,
both
events that dripped with such experienced Norton, the man
whaling
exhaustion,
from
Ali's
Muhammad
and
excitement, drama,
who broke
if in an
as
other
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at
away
tension they will be talked Jaw, destroy the dream of the
brawl.
alley
Would
challenger?
about for years.
young
Viewers seemed about
Actually there were striking stretch-running Alydar and
evenly divided on who won.
Jorge
WBC
jockey,
the
similarities in
his seasoned
None disputed the tremendous
championship bout in Las Velasquez, explode the bubble
and staying power of
heart
between
night
Vegas Friday
of "The Kid?"
men.
both
titleholder Ken Norton and
Of course, as everyone with
A punch by Holmes, which
challenger Larry Holmes and eyes and ears knows, it didn't
Norton's head back, in
rocked
the stirring stretch duel the happen that way. It came out
the final second may have
Belmont
the
in
next day
just the way Hollywood would been the determining factor.
Stakes between those gritty have scripted it.
In the 570 points used by the
thoroughbred rivals, Affirmed
The Norton-Holmes fight three official arbiters, Holmes
and Alydar.
went the full 15 rounds, was ahead by a single point.
screenwriters
Hollywood
escalating like a rollerThe difference between
would have been hard-pressed
Holmes Affirmed and Alydar at the
First
coaster.
true-life
these
conceive
to
dominated, then Norton. wire was almost as thin. This
scenarios. 2,000 miles apart.
Holmes had Norton dazed and was an allele) fight, too, betBoth were so close and so
in the 13th and the ween two class thoroughbreds
reeling
fiercely waged that the scales
to be over. Norton meeting for the ninth time.
looked
fight
in each were tipped by the
minutest element — a Single
punch at the bell in the Las
Vegas fight, a thrust of the
head by the winning horse at
Yankees and Boston. It is no
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Belmont.
Writer
that each of those
Sports
coincidence
AP
A fairy tale aura pervaded
A year ago, it was Tom clubs is stronger than the
each.
Seaver.
Twins and tha: each is a
Overshadowing every other
candidate for World Series
is Rod Carew. .
it
Now
even
—
race
horse
facet of the
change,the activity
something
things
—
more
The
the fact that the two colts had
Carew has never experienced
more they stay the same.
crop
year's
the
proved best of
The June 15 trading deadline in his decade in Minnesota.
— was the image of ''The
doling in and the word from
is
According to the Twins, only
seeking
Cauthen,
Kid," Steve
Miffiesota is that it is entirely two of those five teams,
other
many
his
to add to
possibie that Rodney Cline Kansas City and the New York
achievements by clinching the Carew, the very best hitter in
Steinbrenners, have made
Triple Crown.
baseball, could be wearing a bonafide offers for Carew.
He had a counterpart in the different unifrom by Friday.
A battleship of Carew's
Las Vegas fight in Holmes, 28should bring at
are
there
dimensions
case,
Carew's
In
year-old native of Georgia
five elsewheres to consider - least a package of row boats
teams he has told owner similiar to the mini-team of
Calvin Griffith he would ac- seven players that Charley
cept for purposes of a trade. Finley got from San Francisco
They are California, Texas, this spring in exchange for
Kansas City, the New York Vida Blue.

NEW YORK (API —
There's nothing in sports that
gets the heart pumping faster
than a good horse race or a
slam-bang fight between
heavyweights.
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No Contact
Ibis Orb& better couldn't conned on this pitch during Satwday's Pony Loom game against Hie Astors, but it carte*
wasn't Imams of a lack of effort.
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Swim Meet Thursday
The Murray Swim Team
will travel to Paducah
Thursday for a 5:30 p.m. meet
with the Paducah Swim Team
at the Noble Park pool.
Parents who can help with
the transportation are urged
to call Brenda Marquardt at
753-7878 as soon as possible.
The team will depart for the
meet from the Murray City
Park pool at 3:30 p.m.
Murray travels to Greenville for a meet June 21.

Reds Tryout Camp Set For Friday
A tryout camp for
baseball players will be
conducted by the Cincinnati Reds on Friday,
June 16th, at Madisonville,
Kentucky. The camp is
open to boys from 16 to a
Biel_ school sophomores
and juniors are also urged
to attend.
Reds Scouting Supervisor, Chet Montgomery,

will oversee the tryout,
which is scheduled from
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. at
Legion Park.
All eligible players are
requested to furnish their
own personal gear — shoes,
uniforms, gloves. The Reds
will provide bats and
baseballs.
In addition, players will
be responsible for traveling

and living expenses, if any,
unless they are signed to
contracts with the Cincinnati Reds organization
teams.

RACQUET STRINGING
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Murray Tennis
Center
Nay. 641 N - 7530179

116P
MAYFIELD

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday Night7

Specials
Featuring 2 Great Fish Diviners

North Atlantic Fillet
of Flounder

II
or

Genuine Kentucky Lake
Catfish Steak

'299

I'm a Chinchilla!!!
And you can raise me as a business

Served with choice of potatoes
hushpuppies and cole slow

BE IN BUSINESS FOR YOURSELF

Rocket
Tiller
A tough
performer
with electric
starter

This is all it takes to start your Career as a Chinchilla Rancher
a love of animals - a garage or spare room, suct as a
-basement which meets the climatic conditions required for
Chinchilla Chinchillas are one of the most valuable fur
bearing animals in the world, in the fastest growing fur industry! Healthy, harmless, odor-free, Chinchillas can be
cared for indoors and they eat very little
they're vegetarians We offer to buy live animals and market pelts as do
other petters and furriers

Your
Seafood
Specialist
#

*men
*cas
Restaurant
Highway MI N.

hurray

1

Alt
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1

This is not a get rich quick venturerbut itshOUIrtbe ex piessly
understood by the Breeder that hewn have to exert financial
and physical efforts in order to make this a going business

s
• send Today -71,.4.0*
•
P 0 Box 135
•
Shawnee Mission, Kansas 66201
• Gentlemen I ern interested in Chinchitia Ranching ass business
.
• Send me cot/II:ohne information on facts and figures of Chinchilla
• Ranching (Adulfa only.)
_
•
• NAME
• ADDRESS
•
; CITY
• PHONE •
•
MARRiF f)
; AGE
ciNG1 F
OCCUPATION. `•--•

753-3361
The Lawn & Garden Business is NOT a Sideline With Usl
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Yankee Ron Guidry, Former Yankee Ken
Holtzman Pace New York, Chicago Cubs

"I feel young again," the
lefthander said after combining with Rick Iieuschel on
a fourhitter.
"I got into it for the first
time in a long time. It felt good
to have the game on the line,"
said Holtzman, who had not
pitched in four .weeks and
appeared in only five games
with the Yankees before ben*
traded to the Cubs over the
weekend.
"I'm going to put that
behind me and start fresh,"
the 32-year-old veteran said.
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Astros , Pirates 5
Cesar Cedeno's two-out,
three-run single capped a sixrun eighth inning as Houston
overcame a club-reCord seven
errors in defeating Pittsburgh.

Giants 1, Expos 0
Right-hander Ed Halicki
pitched a one-hitter and
teammate Jack Clark rapped
a runscoring double in the
sixth inning to give San
Francisco its victory over
Montreal and hard-luck pitcher Steve Rogers.
The only Montreal hit off

The Nuggets and the Aces
posted victories in upperdivision girls' softball Monday
night.
Carol Garner pitched and
hit the Nuggets to a 13-3 victory over the Nats. She went
the distance on the mound and
belted two home runs.

Copies from our new,
low-cost 695 Dry Copier are
something else They're
tick black Solids are
completely filled Some say
they look as if they ye been
printed See for yourself, no
(*ligation Call us

Lynn Cothran was 3 for 3 at
the plate, and teammate Kelly
Lovins added three hits.
The Aces, led by Sue Nall,
Nene Underhill and Connie
Spann's four hits each, nipped
the Mets 13-12 in seven innings.

WINGING
Service

Karen Brandon, Tammy
Campbell, Ladonna Jones and
Kristy Wright all had three
hits for the Mets.

rennis

- 753-0121

116 NORTH 7TH
MAYFIELD

241 5912

The Cubs defeated the Yankees
19-7, and the Reds edged the
Astros 26-25 in Park League
games Monday.

Gymnastic Classes
yal

*2 Sessions
per week
*Beginners and
Intermediates
*Limited Enrollment
Classes begin June 19

Dom-

Look What's
NEWF.
Opening Tuesday June 6
1..svoitis

T-SHIRTS
ETC
JERSEys

Thomas hit a two-run homer
in the second inning, May hit a
twonin double in the fourth
and Hisle singled in a run in
the third and drove in another
with a groundout in the sixth.

Indians 1,
White'Sox'0
Ralph Garr scored an
unearned run in the first And
Ken Kravec and Jim
Willoughby combined on a sixhitter to lead Chicago past
Cleveland.

Tanner Struggles, Martin Ousted
BIRMINGHAM, England Fourth-seeded Roscoe Tanner
struggled to a 6-2, 7-5 victory
over Bob Giltinan of Australia
in first-round play of the
:1125,000 John Player Grand
Prix tennis tournament.
Jimmy Connors beat Roger

Frawley of Australia 6-2, 6-4
and Arthur Ashe topped
France's Roger Vasselin 6-2,
6-1.
Tom Gullikson beat fellow
American Brian Teacher 6-4,
9-8 but his brother Tim, the
No. 6 seed, was ousted by

1417 Olive
(B.-hind University Day Cue Center)

,

759-1215

Open Mon. Thru Sat.
moo a.m.-6:00 p.m.
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Australian Dick Crealy 4-6, 36.
Stan Smith was taken the
distance by Bruce Manson
before winning 6-3, 6-8,6-1.
American Billy Martin went
down in.the first round 6-3, 4-6,
6-4 to Carlos Kirmayer
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Nuggets, Aces Win

by Terry Vases
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Halicki was Ellis Valentine's
single leading off the second
inning.
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is
string this Oar marks the
quickest start of any Yankee
pitcher since Atley Donald
went 12-0 in 1939.
1
Braves 2, Cards
"Everybody wonders what
Jeff Burroughs' sixth-inning it would feel like to go through
home run broke a 1-1 tie and a real good stretch," said
Mickey Mahler fired his first Guidry after his classy threecareer complete game, a hit, 11-strikeout performance.
sevenhitter, as Atlanta edged "In 30 years, I'll be able to say
St. Louis.
I dient through one."
Burroughs' homer was his
Sox 10, Angels 9
seventh of the season, while
Mahler fanned nine and didn't
Carlton Fisk's single with
walk a batter.
the bases loaded in the ninth
Dodgers 6, Phils 5 led Boston over California.
Dwight Evans drove in four
Dusty Baker crashed a runs with a homer and a
grand slam home run and double and Fred Lynn hit a
Rick Monday added a solo three-run homer in helping the
shot, leading Los Angeles over Red Sox offset five errors.
Philadelphia and offsetting a
pair of homers by the Phillies' Rangers 6, Royals 5
Greg Luzinski.
Bobby Bonds, celebrating a
five-year contract, drove
new
Padres 3, Mets 2 in three
runs and Al Oliver
Fernando Gonzalez's single slugged a tie-breaking home
to center field scored Dave run leading off the eighth to
Winfield from second base as propel Texas over slumping
San Diego rallied for two runs Kansas City.
The Royals, who have lost
in the bottom of the ninth
of their last 10 games,
eight
York.
New
inning to defeat
batted around and scored four
runs to tie the game at 5-5 in
the seventh. Oliver then
Steve
reliever
greeted
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Mingori with a homer, his
AP Sports Writer
eighth of the year.
With all those gold-plated
arms on the New York Yankee Orioles 5,
pitching staff, a player who is
Mariners 4
earning less than any of them
has emerged as the diamond
Larry Harlow singled home
of the bunch.
tie-breaking run in the
the
Ron Guidry doesn't comseventh inning to lead
mand the lofty salary of, say,
Baltimore over Seattle for the
a Catfish Hunter, Don Gullett
Orioles' llth straight victory.
or Sparky Lyle. But he
Billy Smith opened the
currently sports the richest
seventh with a Single,
record in the major leagues.
finishing Seattle starter Jim
"He's the best we've seen in
Colburn. Smith was sacrificed
the American League,"
to second and, following a
Oakland Manager Jack
walk to Mark Belanger,
McKeon said Monday night
scored on Harlow's hit off
after the unbeaten Guidry won
reliever Enrique Romo.
his 10th straight game with a
2-0 triumph over the A's. "He Brewers 7, Tigers 4
was overpowering."
Gorman Thomas, Dave May
Guidry has been as flawless
Larry Hisle drove in two
and
as you can be of late winning 20 of his last 21 runs each while rookie Paul
decisions in games dating Molitor went 4-for-5 to pace
back to last season. His vic- Milwaukee over Detroit.

"The last couple years
weren't pleasant."
Holtzman relieved Reuschel
in the seventh after the big
right-hander's arm stiffened
up. He allowed two runs, including a solo home run to
George Foster, as he made his
first appearance in a Cubs
uniform since 1971.
"I didn't think Herman
(Chicago Manager Herman
Franks) would use me this
early," Holtzman said. "But I
guess his philosophy is for a
player to get his feet wet right
away. . . and I couldn't be
happier."

VARIETY

iAR

By TOM CANA VAN
AP Sports Writer
The vacation may be over
for Ken Holtzman, but the
newest member of the
Chicago Cubs isn't complaining.
Holtzman a forgotten man
during the past two seasons
with the New York Yankees,
returned to action Monday
night, pitching three innings
and chalking up his first saw
of the year in the Cubs' 3-2
4ctory over the Cincinnati
Reds.

(MURRAY LEDGER IP TIMES)
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Here's How

. New

Fix -It .Manual Helps Women

By 1/WIAN BROWN
AP Newsfeatures
Women often are amazed to
find they'are capable of performing repair tasks that formerly were earmarked for appliance shops.
With the number of small appliances in the home proliferating — along with the inconvenience of delivering or mailing

fraturys
REFINISHING 8,
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
Repo,rs
•Refin,sh,ng
6,(.srom &hit Furnaure
*An'Igo* Bross Hoedwore
Kitchen Coteners
•,vom

492-8837J
**A.641 So
MMUS

such objects to a repair center
-- it is time to learn how to do
it yourself.
Then, too, many people discard potentially good articles,
because the things grew oldlooking while waiting to be repaired. In addition to toasters,
blenders, mixers, wafflers,
irons, can openers, coffee makers and the like there are those
chairs that might need re-caning or a table that might need
a patch of veneer.
Putting it all together is the
''Fix-It-Yourself"
manual
which is crammed with encouraging solutions that make the
job easier For example, "a bit
of chewing gum on the top of a
screw driver will hold a screw
long enough to start it in an inaccessible hole." You also get
the pleasure of chewing the
gum!)
It's a little hintybut.-it might
come in handy when trying to
cope with a tiny screw to fit in
a tiny hole.
And there are the surprises.
If your coffeemaker produces
only weak perked coffee, you
may not be Laing it with water
of the proper temperature.
For example, the tap water
for a coffee brewer should be
between 40 degrees and 50 degrees I Fahrenheit), using

tablespoons of coffee for each
six-ounce cup, the manual
points out. Switch to cold water
for electric percolators. If they
are filled with warm water, the
coffee brew will be too weak
)Other problems could include
a clogged perk valve, valve
cover and basket, which might
require cleaning 1
You can learn how -to fix
doorknobs, hinges and locks. In
fact many lock problems can
be solved by a simple repair or
adjustment.
Bookbinding, china, porcelain, glass and jewelry repair
can be intriguing — you can
learn how to make new links,
close old ones or repair a ring.
You may want to delegate
messy jobs — plumbing or repairing dishwashers, dryers,
ranges, ovens, waste disposals,
washing machines — to a favorite man. You can take over
the chair caning, rushing or upholstery of chairs. Then, too,
there are the audio and visual
repairs and the servicing of
pools and other equipment.

Guess Who's Not Coming
To Dinner?

As for fishing tackle, snow
blowers, lawnmowers, chain
saws, women may not have the
interest. But bicycle repair
may be something that intrigues you. At least, you'll
learn what makes the wheels
go around as you pedal up the
road.
This book also provides a
run-down on adhesives, their
properties and uses. The applicators' setting tune, strength
and flexibility are listed and
may save you lots of tune and
anxiety. Everyone has adhesive
problems that just weren't
solved the way the label on the
bottle or tube suggested, but
they may ultimately be useful
in repairing another object of
different material.

RID-O-RAY
The non-polluting way to tel
yourself of pesky bugs Will
not harm birds or wildlife

( The -Fix-It-Yourself" Manual is published by Readers Digest.)

GET THE BUGS OUT •'
_
„1"
RID.0..RAy , OF YOUR LIFE \
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Who in their right mind
Would buy a "handyman's
special" that was in such
terrible condition a bank
surveyor described it as"too
dreadful . . . to be called a
house?" Jack ,and Wendy
Murphy, that's who. And
their patience, skill and
imagination paid off in
transforming an abandoned
farmhouse into an appealing and cozy country home
At the time of purchase,
the four and a half acres
wooded hills and meadowland in Connecticut seemed
the only valuable part ofthe
property. A careful attic to
basement inspection disclosed that the only salvageable part of the house was
the heavy posts and beams.
The Murphys with the
help of three carpenters
spent weeks with crowbars,
axes and shovels tearing
the house down to its basic
structure. Then the rebuilding began. During the work,
the Murphys spent weekends sleeping in a second
floor "bedroom" whose exterior walls were bare studs
and its ceiling, naked joists
The major renovation
took more than a year and
the forced air heating wasn't
installed until just before
winter. There was no fireplace in the house, but the
Murphys wanted one. So a
mason built one out of fieldstones that were part of an
old foundation on the property. It has a fireplace unit
that circulates heat to the
living room and to two bed-

Here's the Answer og

rooms above. New floors in ance, but can be snapped
the living room are random- out for easy cleaning.
width hard pine, V-grooved
Double-pane insulating
to look old, and nailed. The glass, which reduces heat
nail holes are unplugged to loss through the glass area,
give the room a rustic ap- is standard in Perma-Shield
pearance.
windows. And factory-apA breakfast corner in the plied vinyl weatherstripkitchen has built-in window ping assures tight closure
benches that affords expan- against air iafiltration. The
sive views through two pairs wood core frame in the
of double-hung windows of Perma-Shield Narroline
the confluence oftwo brooks window is also encased in a
just a few feet away. These sheath ofrigid vinyl for long
windows like most others in lasting, low maintenance
the Murphys' remodeled protection.
country home are Andersen
The wood sash are finPerma-Shield Narroline ished on the exterior with a
units that offer the tradi- four-step polyurea system
tional multi-paned appear- that has similar long life,

photo courtesy House & Garden Remodeling Guides

The living room of the Murphys' home is an elegant
tribute to their skill and imagination in converting
a "handyman's special" into a cozy country home.
Andersen Perma-Shield Narroline windows help by
offering the traditional look without the traditional
bother.

_
give you a due,such u an ex-

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
— I have heard considerable discussion about whether
or not felt underlayment should
be placed on a wood deck prior
to the installation of asphalt
shingles. Should the underlayment be used' If so, what is
'the purpose of it?
A. — In new construction,
you may occasionally run
across a roofer who says that
the underlayment is unnecessary,. It is. It has a number of
Purposes. One is to insure that
the shingles will be applied
over a dry roof deck, thus minimizing the danger of buckling
and distorting of shingles
caused by application over a
wet deck. Another is to prevent
the entrance of wind-driven
rain onto the deck in the event
that the shingles are lifted up,
damaged or torn by abnormally
high winds. Still another is to
prevent direct contact between
the shingles and resinous areas
of the wood deck which, because of chemical incompatibility, would damage
the shingles. Failure to provide
adequate ventilation in the attic
space under the deck is another
probable cause of trouble. This
can be done with louver vents
or exhaust fans placed high in
the gables. A cupola also can
be used. When there isn't
enough ventilation, condensation and buckling problems are likely.
Q. — We have an asphalt
shingle roof that is about 25
years old. It looks to be pretty good condition, bur a man
we tired to clean the gutters on
our house says the shingles are
not in good shape. Is there
some way we can tell whether
he is right?

cessive loss of protective mineral granules and cracked, blistered, curled and missing
shingles. Check the base of
downspouts for signs of granule
loss. While it is unwise to go up
on the roof to inspect the
shingles, you can sbmetirnes
make a fairly good inspection
from the ground by using field
glasses.
Q. — Can we reroof with asphalt shingles over wood
shingles?
A. — Yes, if the old roof is in
reasonably good condition, with
special emphasis on the soundness of the roof deck or supports. Loose or protruding nails
must be removed and missing
nails replaced. Renail loose
shingles and those that are
warped. If it appears that the
entire roof is in need of this
kind of treatment, you are better off to remove the old
shingles.
( To get • a copy of Andy
Lang's "Guide to the Selection
of Quality Roofing," including
an asphalt shingles color guide,
send 35 cents and a long,
STAMPED, self-addressed envelope to Know-How, P.O. Box
477, Huntington, N.Y. 11743.
Questions of general interest
will be answered in the column,
but individual correspondence
copilot be undertaken.)

SHOPPE
Ohm* Plaza, Murray,Ky.
753-4150
,977

Chroon at Elwarnce coos Cc

BUILDERS

A. — An on-the-roof inspection by a professional roofer is required to be sure. But
there are some signs that will

1\
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Tractor
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We re looking for
tough customers
who'll ask a lot of
hard questions
Because we ve got
the right answers

Ask about the frame Is it a
rugged twin-channel frame
like this?'

5

,4ID
AlA /04
floor pion
DUE TO THE UNIQUE SHAPE of this home, it may be possible to adjust its
position on any lot. A sunken, six-sided living room is entered off a large
foyer which affords circulation to all areas of the house. Three bedrooms,
two baths,a dining room and family room are eontamed in this 1.878-squarer
foot house. For more information on Plan HA1044D write—enclosing a
stamped, self-addressed envelope—to architect Samuel Paul, 107-40 Queens
Blvd., Forest Hills, N.Y 11375.

Has it got heavy-duty king
pins and cast iron front axle?
Ours does"

-Ask how it s powered.
Ours is a hydraulic
system called HYDRIV.
No troublesome beftsi
shafts or pulleys in the
drive train HYDRIV
powers the tractor and
hydraulic attachments
including our reversible
idler Nobody else has it "

Ask Dig Investigate
You get really tough
and you'll get a Case

- 1
EiZ

Equipment Co., Inc.
751 3067

Manufacturer's claim — That
this line of adhesives is now
available in convenient, easyto-use tubes. ..That one type
joins plastics, metals, glass,
rubber, wood and other materials in seconds.. that another
is especially suitable for vinyl
strippings, emblems and letters...and that a third is an
epoxy adhesive which dries in
minutes at room temperature
and is excellent for banding
plastics, glass and metal.
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THE PRODUCT A paint to
deal with cracking, peeling and
mildew.
Manufacturer's claim — That
"this paint will bridge gaps,
cracks and hollows in a singlo
application, invaluable when
covering cinder block, old wood
and previously painted surfaces. .that, after washing the
surface to remove mold, this
paint will prevent mildew for
years. . that, after cleaning the

are also

Thinking of
Building or
Remodeling
Your Kitchen?

surface of old flaking or peeling
paint, this product will prevent
future trouble of the same
sort...that the paint bonds
with the surface to form a protective film more than four
times the thickness of conventional paint. . .and that it
will cover 125 to 150 square feet
per gallon.

served paintings of a yellow for more than 5,000 years.
By EARL ARONSON
rose, probably the 'Persian Yel- More than 4,000 songs exAP Newsfeatures
tolling the rase have been writ"Year
the
be
will
low'.
year
Next
"Even further back in time, ten and it has a prominent
of the Rose" throughout this
nation, symbolizing the close roses were cultivated by the place in poetry, it has inspired
inese as early as the Shen fashffins, designs and sculpture.
relationship of humans and that
years
dynasty about 2,737 B.C., The sponsors of "The Year of
of
thousands
ung
flower for
A dozen sponsors have band- nd in the 500 BC's the rose the Rose - - 1979" are:
ed together to present the rose was immortalized as 'the queen All-America Rose Selections,
as the living symbol of love, of the garden' by the Greek American Association of Nurpoet, Anacreon (563-478 B.0 j" serymen, American Horticulfriendship and peace.
Although more than any othIn the Canadian Rose Annual tural Society, American Rose
er flower, the rose has been en- of 1964, an unknown author Society, Garden Centers of
Mailorder
America,
twined in human history for the wrote:
Association of Nurserymen,
past several thousand years,
"In spite of centuries of Men's Garden
Clubs of
there never has been a concerted effort to acclaim it for disturbances, upheavals and America, National Association
what it is, the sponsors said — turmoils, the rose has persisted of Plant Patent Owners,
Landscape
"the favorite flower of the and improved to become an National
everloving symbol, that, come Association, Roses Inc. ,Society
people."
The 1979 project is designed what may, beauty, shall not of American Florists and
'to pay long overdue homage perish from the earth and that, Wholesale Nursery Growers of
to the rose, and at the same of all works of man, none is America.
"Associ..
(For EarlAronson's
time to stimulate ail increased greater."
In a recent public opinion ated Press Guide to House
public interest, not only in
roses, but in all flowers and' pool organized by Florists Tele- Plants," send 61 to House
gr
livery and its 15,000 Plants, AP Newsfeatures, 59
gardening."
floaririliates, the rose was Rockefeller Plaza, New York,
immeasurably
'Although
voted the favorite flower of the N.Y 10020.)
more ancient in gepeology than,
nation, getting 126,253 votes.
joined
happily
rose
the
man,
him at tht dawn.-_Of recorded The nearest runner-up, the oarhistory, and probably before," nation, got 39,077 votes.,
Manufacturers ship Si per
one rose historian relates, "and George Washington was the cent of their products by truck,
first
rose
in
breeder
the
councominseparable
has been his
in some states, including
well as the first weld- and
panion ever since. To bear wit- try as
Massachusetts
and
Conone
and
of
•
dent,
his
varieties, necticut, this figure
ness to this alliance, on the
approaches
named for his mother, still is
86 percent, says the Motor
walls of the ruins of the Palace
being grown,
of Knossos on the Island of
Vehicle Manufacturers
which
rose,
The
In
originated
Crete, reckoned to be over 4,000
Association
Minor,
has
been cultivated
years old, there are well pre- Asia
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"Ask about the rear axle
housing Is it a lightweight
or heavy-duty cast iron.
with big. beefy gears
inside like ours?"

McKee'

BUILDERS
PLAN

THE PRODUCT — A threeway workbench vise.
Manufacturer's claim — That
this vise can be mounted either
horizontally or vertically to the
workbench.. .that it can be
flipped to anydesired working
position in seconds and securely locked at an) angle or out of
the way. ..that it holds wood
items in place with four-inch by
two-inch smooth jaws which
provide eight square inches of
clamping surface... that it
converts for metal work in, seconds with the insertion of fourinch hardened steel jaws that
are serrated for a sure
grip...that built-in jaws hold
---rdlotpe and any round stock from
34th to 'loath inches in diameter
in any desired position. .and
that the 16-pound unit has a
non-mar anvil working surface
atop its stationary casting, an
excellent feature for hobbyists
and craftsmen.
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Decrepit Farmhouse Recast
Into Cozy Country Home
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THE PRODUCT — Auto adhesives that can be used for
getteral repairs throughout the
home and the garage
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Revised View of Windows
Boosts Energy Conservation
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By RON RUTTI
Mansfield News Journal
MANSFIELD, Ohio (AP) —
Three miles down the road
"Windows are a precious
from Malabar Farm, a home
part of our homes.They give
has sprung up that would make
us eyes on tile outside world;
conservationist Louis
they keep ui*in touch with it
Bromfield proud.
Though the rate of new and with the weather, the
home construction is likely changing seasons and our
It is a geodesic dome house
to remain stable in 1978,the neighbors. They bring us
and the smiles on the faces of
pace of home improvements natural light and fresh outits owners, Wendell and Joan
is expected to be robust. Ac- door air to cheer our spirits."
Sayer, broadened each day this
cording to U.S. Department
past winter as they realized
This "ode to the window
of Commerce statistics, ex- comes from an informative
savings in heating costs.
penditures
for
home im- booklet entitled, "Energy
"It is our retirement house,"
provements and upkeep in and Your Home," which is
Mrs. Sayer said. The couple
the 1977 third quarter soared edited by noted science wrihas lived in a number of houses
to a seasonally adjusted ter Isaac Asimov and pubin several states. Thus far they
$32.5-billion. This is an in- lished by York Heating and
say they enjoy this one, increase of nearly 30 percent Air Conditioning. Despite
spired by architect Buckminsfrom the same period in 1976. the benefits of windows,
ter Fuller, more, than they
And there are as many some architects and builders
thought they would.
reasons for modernization recommend that a maximum
the house is a mathematias there are home improve- of ten percent of the floor
cian's dream. It is made from
RETIREMENT HOME--Wendell
couple say they like the structure ment projects. Of growing area of a house consist of
a combination of isosceles Sayer stands in front of the domed
better than most of the houses they importance are products and windows. This view of wintriangles.
house made of framing shaped in
have lived in over a lifetime. Sayer projects designed to save dows, however, overlooks
"The whole structure is on
the outside. It is free standing, isosceles triangles, which he built as
said the house contains only two sizes energy and use it efficiently the role that well-built winin homes.
which allows for the spacious- a retirement home for himself and
of triangles and has no interior price of With the average dows, properly located, can
home heating fuel play in energy conservation.
his wife, Joan. The Mansfield, Ohio,
ness inside," Sayer said.
supporting columns.
expected to climb even highSayer got professional help
The major problem with
er this winter, it's easy to windows is that ordinary
and put the house up in 60 days.
"We have an electric furnace from the basement is returned see why.
glass'is a poor insulator and
Mrs. Sayer admits to some
Many home improvement that heat loss through ordifor
a backup, but we only use to the upstairs through a grate
anxious moments during con- that when we go away," Sayer at the bottom of the fireplace projects
struction. "I envisioned them said. A wood-burning fireplace where it is warmed and recy- ment involve the replace- nary glass is excessive."On
of windows and glid- the other hand," the booklet
starting on one side and having generates the heat inside and
ing doors. Since energy con- points out, "sunlight also
seen
cannot
be
dome
The
on
the
other,"
she
it not meet
Sayer says it is more comfort- from the road but many visitors servation is often the moti- pours the BTU's in during
said.
able than any place he has have found their way up the vation, a leading window the winter, reducing or even
The house is on 51 acres Sa- lived.
manufacturer, Andersen
drive.
yer bought, and cost $20 per The fireplace circulates the
Corporation of Bayport„ reversing the heat loss. This
square foot. He said con- warm air, which rises to the "A lot of young people have Minnesota, suggests that free solar energy is in the
ventional houses start at $35 top of the house. As the colder been here to look at it," Sayer homeowners .shop for new form of short infra-red rays
Andersen Corporation per square foot. He said he is air drops, it filters to the base- said. "I think some will build windows with energy con- that penetrate the glass
much more easily than the
has developed a new energy- certain they save on ful costs. ment through vents. Cold air them. It is perfect for a young servation in mind.
cheaper
'airborne'
stronger,
warmth created
couple.
It
is
conserving, low-maintenEssential to energy effiand takes less space."
ance gliding door, which is
cient windows are snug fit, by the heating system. As
designed to fit nearly AO peradequate insulation and those rays fall on the floor
cent of the openings in which
double-glazing. In especially and furnishings they are
there are now draftyor.
othercold climates, triple glazing converted into heat that is
wise ineffective sliding
is recommended. Precision- trapped inside, as in a greendoors. In addition to the new
made windows and gliding house."
Andersen Coporation of
size, Perma-Shield Gliding
doors, such as Andersen's
Door-II comes in regular
Perma-Shield units, have Bayport, Minnesota, a leadsizes.
factory-applied vinyl weath- ing manufacturer of winReplacement of problem
erstripping to reduce fuel- dows and gliding doors,
points out that windows
sliding doors with Permarobbing air infiltration.
"Old World" charm com- which handles internationwith double-pane insulatEurope.
to
visits
Shield Gliding Door-II, says
Double-pane
insulating
bined with "New World" al gourmet foods.
Andersen, is a fairly simple
The apartments, which glass—standard in Perma- ing glass sharply reduce the
ingenuity led to the creation
C.W. (Bill) Bonner, who are located over the shops Shield—conserves fuel by heat loss through the glass
task, whether done by a proof a new $60-million com- developed the complex on
fashion, were reducing heat loss through area, yet allow the sun's
fessional or handled by a
mercial and residential com- the North Side of Columbus, in European
and there is the glass areas. Perma- warmth to penetrate.
out
sold
quickly
competent do it yourselfer.
plex known as "The Conti- Ohio, says,"Our aim was to
Double-pane insulating
waiting Shield windows and gliding
substantial
a
Years in development,
now
nent:" It is a charming blend give Columbus a section
Perma-Shield Gliding Doorlist.
doors also have preserva- glass is standard in Anderof shops, apartments, bou.; comparable to
Georgetown
Shops and businesses in- tive-treated wood core sash sen's Perma-Shield units.
II has 35 design improvetiques, restaurants and in Washington, RC., or the
ments. Among them are drabanks,clothing,jewel- and frames. Wood is used be- They also have a preservaclude
office space.
French Quarter in New Or- ry, art, music, home furnish- cause it is a natural insulator. tive-treated wood core sash
matically improved energy
In addition to the living leans."
conservation, security and
ings and sporting goods.The The wood core sash and and frame that is encased in
and working accommodaoverall performance. Uncombines frames are encased in rigid rigid vinyl to offer long lasttions are a movie house, a
Many of the ideas for"The French Market
changed is the basic low
as truf- vinyl for long lasting, low- ing low maintenance protecgourmet
foods
such
racquet club with both in- Continent" came from Bontion.
maintenance concept of door and outdoor
pate maintenance protection.
reindeer
meatballs,
fles,
compiled
who
father,
facilities,
mer's
In extremely cold areas,
Perma-Shield--a sheath of and the French
with
an
indoor
and
cheeses
Market, ideas and photos during his
rigid white vinyl over a precafe where meals can be L_
servative-treated wood core.
enjoyed year-round in 72
The combination of wood
degree comfort.
and vinyl sash and frame
Complementing the 19th ,?
provides a natural thermal
Century Mediterranean an
barrier. Double-pane safety
chitecture are the Andersen
inaulating glass is standard.
Perma-Shield vinyl-sheathed
Other design improvewood windows. The use of
ments include a redesigned
these units with factor
thermal break in the sill, imapplied vinyl weatherstrip
proved flashing and more
ping and double-pane inefficient weatherstripping.
sulating glass is an important contributor to 'TheA sill tank along with other
Continent's" energy conserdesign features enables the
door to pass tests for water
vation program.
infiltration far in excess of
"Conventional windows,"
Bonner says, "could have
industry requirements.
Other improvements make
resulted in higher heating
it possible for the new gliding ' The charm ofa European village beckonsshoppers to costs Since one of the biggest
door to meetor exceed preterit
"The Continent." The unusual complex of apart- areas of heat loss is through
or proposed security codes.
ments, shops and office'space is in Columbus, Ohio. the windows. Wood is an
Tinted and reflective glass
The use of Andersen Perm a-Shield vinyl-sheathed excellent insulator and with
double-pane
When converting the attic into living space, Anderare also available as enwood windows complements the 19th Century Medi- glass and theinsulating
permanent sen Corporation of Bayport, Minnesota, reminds
vironmental options in the
terranean architecture while helping to conserve tight fit of these windows, homeowners that any structural changes should
newly-developed Permaenergy.
our heat loss is minimal."
match the home's architectural style. If the converShield Gliding Door-IL
An additional 186 apart- sion requires windows,Andersen suggests thatthey
ments are under construc- not only match the style of the others, but help contion at "The Continent" and serve energy as well.
new shops and commercial
businesses are scheduled
to be built soon.

Andersen recommends pi- leaf-bearing trees to shade
ple-glazing—double pane windows in summer and
insulating glass and tight- allow the sun to penetrate
fitting,separate storm sash. in winter.
Finally, window location
Excessiile heat loss on
can
be an important factor
cloudy days and at nightcan
be reduced by the use of dra- in energy conservation.
The 'largest window area
peries which trap a layer of
insulating air between the should face south to serve
colder glass and the warm as a passive solar collector
in winter. The smallest
room air.
In summer,excessive heat window area should face
gain through windows can north.
Windows on the east anei
be prevented by roof overhangs, which guard win- west sides.should be large
dows against the high sum- enough to provide good
mer sun. In winter, when the ventilation and adequate
sun is low in the sky, the daylight,which help reduce
sun's warmth can penetrate. the need for airconditioning
Another method is to use and artificial lighting.

The People P leasers

New Glider
Replaces
Old Doors

Aquarius Modular Tubs
with 5 Year Guarantees
New Truckload-Just Arrived.

HIGH RISERS
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
ideas that gave rise to the modern skyscraper were a family
production.
Elisha Graves Otis invented
the safety devices that pre-vented an elevator from falling
if the lifting cable broke. Then,
at the urging of his son, Otis
used his patented inventions to
go into business for himself, according to Intellectual Property
Owners, Inc. When the elder
Otis died at the age of 50 in
April 1861, his two sons took
over his plant, which had
a handful of employees and
was worth about $5,000.
But Charles and his brother
Norton were good businessmen,
as well as .fertile inventors,
says IPO, a non-profit group
dedicated to preserving the patent system as an incentive to
innovation and creativity. They
gradually improved their father's steam-powered elevator
through 53 patents of their own.
By 1872, Otis Brothers & Co.
was worth about $400,000. Today, the Otis Elevator , CIimpany, built on the familr fiatents, employs more than 50.000
people and does business of
more than a billion dollars a
year, IPO reports.
WATER SOFTENING
LOMBARD, Ill. (AP) — The
industry involved in the manufacture, sale and servicing of
water softening equipment consists of over 5,000 businesses
with nearly 81 billion in annual
sates.
According to a survey by the
Water Quality Association, the
industry employs 50,000 men
and women, serves nearly 11
million families, and over 250,000 commercial-industrial and
institutional establishments

Make Addition Suit
Architectural Style

Ifattic remodeling requires
Many people considering dormers, be sure the windows
., room addition as a home
choose not only match
improvement project some- you
of others, but that
style
the
nines overlook the most imconserve energy as
portant consideration; that they help
well. Andersen Perma-Shield
,
1 . making.sure the addition
for example, have
units,
matches the architectural.
insulating glass
double-pane
style of their home.
against excessive
A room addition should be to guard addition,Pernaplanned and built to blend heat loss. In
have facwith the general character Shield windows
vinyl wearigid
applied
tory
of your home. Nowhere is
for protection
this more important than therstripping robbing air
when converting the attic against heat
infiltration.
into living space.
Additional tips on reAndersen Corporation of
are available in a
Bayport, Minnesota, a lead- modeling
which can be
ing window manufacturer, free booklet,
Anderwriting
by
obtained
points out that the first reDept. R.
quirement for a successful sen Corporation,
;line conversion is sufficient Bayport, Minnesota 55003.
headroom to begin with.
The roof slope, notes Andersen, should give at ast
seven feet of height
finished ceiling. leg. Nan
seven feet at the side walls
ufficient provided there is
iilequate height for people
o he able to sit down without
humping their heads.
Don't cram two or three
small rooms into an attic
s pace that is adequate only
News, Society and
tor one. Cramped quarters
753-1918
Sports
can detract from a home's
Retail Display ad
resale ialue. Finally, if doryeffiting -753- 1919
mers are to beadded,he sure
Classified Display,
the roofcan be quickly raised
CirClassified,
;iiid closed. Haves maximum
time for this written i fl ti) your
culation and the
,ntract and discuss with
Business Office may
ur insurance agent °overbe reached on .753,te against weather &Image
1916 and 753-1917
A h Ile the attic is exposed

Phone Numbers
For The
ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

Sitting on Suitcases? This owner most anxious

to sell. So call to see this 2 bedroom frame. . .
family room, carpeted. . . 2 outside storage
areas... Nice lot.. . Priced in the 20'i-

Big House in the Little Wood — Beautiful three
bedroom brick on three lots with a view of
Kentucky Lake... Fenced backyard, patio and
many extras. Live near the lake for that year
round vacation. .

You'll like inviting your friends over to this
14x35 rec room witli,fireplace. Entertainment
made easy by pass thru bar from the convenient kitchen with carpered dining area. 3
bedrooms, double lavatories in bath. . . 4
minutesfrom city.l

Enchantment for your consideration - Picg ture this: Morning coffee at poolside: Teenagers
haven in gnme room: workshop for dad: sound
like your kind of living? There's ho obligation.
. . except to those you tove.•.. to call about this
;bedroom. 2 bath centrallylocated brick.

(I

I

I , Hop. skip, and jump rope to the schools nearby
- from this three bedroom. two NO brick Franklin firepace and all. Recently reduced...
call todayforfurther details.

Away from it all. . . launch your boat and
fish till night falls. then retire to "'our mcn
neat. clean cottage. Garden area and garage for
boat storage or workshop. Now's the time to
•

-75:3-1492
-1200 Sycarrrore
Loretta Jobs-753-6079 Judy Johnston-437-4446
Bill Payne-753-9794
Helen Spann-753-8579
Brenda Jones-753-8668 Glenda Smith-753-1499
Amos McCarty-753-2249
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Let's

L&N Promises To Correct Its Problems
BEHTLEMEM, Pa—Three
Lehigh University faculty
members, including a former
Murray resident have been
granted academic leave of
absence for part or all of the
1978-79 academic year.
The announcement of these
leaves was made by Lehigh
Provost and Vice President
Dr. A. C. Zettlemoyer.
Granted academic leave
are:

CURRIE CAMPERS—A group of 19 fifth and sixth graders from Calloway County
arrived here Monday for a week of outdoor fun and instruction at Camp Currie on
Kentucky Lake in Marshall County, one of the three conservation education camps
operated by the Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources. The campers, who have
all participated in the Department's Conservation Education Program in the schools,
will spend the week swimming, boating, and fishing and will also receive instruction in
boating safety, conservation and safe gun handling.

Dr. Jerry P. King, Lehigh
professor of mathematics, for
the fall 1978 semester, to do
research in complex analysis;
Dr.
Park
McGinty,
associate professor of religion
studies, for the 1978-79
academic year, to conduct
research on Asian religion.s in
India, Japan and Taiwan,
China; and
Dr. David Trutt, associate
professor of mathematics, for
the spring 1979 academic
semester, to work with
Professor Harry Dyrn at the
Weizmann Institute of Science
in Rehovot,Israel.
Dr. King is a natikre of
Dyersburg, Tenn., and a
former resident of Murray. He
earned the B.S., M.S. and
Pb.D. degrees at the
University of Kentucky.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The evacuated when two engines wide 11,780 evacuations, 2,855
—An examination of FRA
Nashville and 35 1.8iN cars, 17 carrying
Louisville
di
against L&N in recent
cases
occurred in L&N mishaps.
Railroad, meandering from hazardous cargo, derailed at Illinois Central Gulf Railroad years showed allegations of
Chicago through coal country 35 mph.
had 2,500 evacuations. Other spotty safety inspections and
to Florida and New Orleans,
In a confidential "Progress lines were far behind.
poor record-keeping of those
drove more people from their Report" submitted May 25 to
—There are 1,528 unsettled inspections.
homes because of hazardous the FRA, a copy of which was claims worth $1.17 million
One inspector noted in 1975,
cargo accidents last year than obtained by The Associated brought by federal regulators
-The absence of records not
any other railroad.
Press, the LaiN said:
against the L&N since 1976 for
Now, in a confidential
"Over the past few months, alleged violations of safety only indicates failure to
comply with these requirreport, the L&N concedes that the L&N's attention has been
and personnel rules. That
its."methods to insure ... safe forcefully directed towards its
ments, but indicates a
amount is topped only by three
operation" were wanting. It compliance
with , FRA larger lines: ConRail, the disregard for the necessity of
promises to correct its regulations and the safety of
the
actual
inspections
Chessie System, and Norfolk
problems.
required."
its operations. We found, with & Western,
The Louisville, Ky.-based the FRA's assistance,-that the
railroad, which unlike many L&N was not in compliance in
other rail lines has generally all areas and that our methods
been profitable, has one of the to insure both a safe operation
industry's worst safety and
compliance._ with
records. Its troubles included regulations were wanting."
everything from faulty wheels
Federal pressure included
— $11 million worth — to bad fines, regular meetings with
track to locomotives in L&N staff, and tough
disrepair.
inspections. One 1,&N official
It has been under unusually said the FRA over-reacted.
intense scrutiny , by the
Including our garden-fresh salad
An examination of accident
Federal
Railroad
records, FRA track inspection
Adininistration for the past reports and interviews with
seven months.
federal officials reveal that
During that period, 23 cars the L&N's problems were
of an L&N train carrying brewing long before the
hazardous cargo in Waverly, federal scrutiny began:
With fries or baked potato
Tenn., derailed at 35 mph,
were
—More
people
and topping, Stockade
sending 500 persons fleeing evacuated in accidents inToast, drink. A complete
from their homes and killing volving hazardous cargo on
meal, priced like a snack!
16 persons. In Pensacola, Fla., L&N trains in 1977 than any
Bel-Air Center
one person died and 1,500 were other railroad. Of a nation•oto ••*(1.$,•• ast PitGtinarp iltA011.AlmS OF Pepli.Ce. I.C.
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Folding

Chaise Lounge

."Whipping Action
New Amazing
does hundred's of big and little
iobs on all surfaces—furniture,
metals, masonry. autos. boats—
without sanding. burning, scraping or harmful chemicals!

'8"
ROCKWELL
10-1N. TABLE SAW

DALTON 36"
TOOL RACK

Ciersiwworii.

V)OW
IT'S H
TODAY

ROCKWELL 1/4"
CORDLESS DRILL

MTLI
Reg.
$2.38

Homecrafe model. Complete
with built•in motor, metal stand) Amazing organizer ar you
2 extension wings. 2'1 HP work bench or tool tot e. Mount
34-660
on peg board or wall. 2536
24436
22756

Recharges oyeroightl Unique
type chuck needs no key. Break
resistant housing. IA listed. 4007
(24173)

ROBBIE
EVEREADV
ALL-AMERICAN
LANTERN

Knives
( In Sto( k

25%
Off

Here's how you Join the Pepsi People...

get your hands on an ice-cold Pepsi-Cola. Anytime
a thirst puts you out of action, Pepsi goes all
the way to get you back in action. Back to that

feelin'free feelin' that lets Pepsi People get a little
more out of living.
Grab yourself a Pepsi...grab one for a friend.
And Join the Pepsi People feeliefree.

7

•

u bermaid
Deluxe

Snack
Tray
$399

TIE PNANTI

,Prices Good Thru Sat., June 17

Your Self-Service
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Murray
Supply Co.
MI I. Na., Murray 113-3111111
Plemy of Free Perkin
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Let's Stay Well

By F.J.L. Blasusgame, Ntp.

Stress Fracture May Be Cause Of Foot Pain
ion of FRA
:N in recent
legations of
)ections and
ing of those
ioted in 1975,
records not
failure to
iese requiridicates a
necessity of
inspections

Q: Mr. A.S. writes that
after the cold winter
weather let up, he started
taking long walks and
gradually started jogging.
He developed a sore foot.
The pain became so troublesome that he saw a
physician. He said that Xrays were negative for a
fracture and I had strained
a joint or had torn a ligament.
•611 followed his advice
and rested for a few days.
When I started jogging
again, the pain returned in
the same place. Second Xrays showed a small

Crossword Puzzler

7
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ACROSS
1 On the
ocean
5 Girl's name
8 Former Russian ruler
12 Hail
13 Female deer
14 Husband of
Gudrun
15 Bartered
17 Sewing necessity
19 Locations
20 Weird
21 Sea eagles
23 Urn
24 Insane
. 26 Go in .
28 Music as
written
31 Near
32 Exist
33 Three-toed
sloth
34 Affirmative
36 Steeple
38 Plying mammal
39 Chapeaus
41 Heavenly
body
43 Extra
45 Commonplace
48 Seraglios
50 Cushioned
51 Danish
weight
52 Swiss river
• 54 Spanish pot
55 Tableland
56 Pronoun
57 Paper measure
DOWN
1 Performs
2 Hindu garment

3 Raised the
spirit of
4 Tree of
birch
family
5 Sum up
6 Negative
7 Openwork
fabric
8 Biblical
weeds
9 Cubic meters
10 Turkish regiment
11 Be borne
16 Slave
18 Listen to
22 Breaks suddenly
23 Swerves
24 A month
25 Devoured
27 Prefix three
29 Criinese pagbda

'stress' fracture."
Mr. A.S. asks, "Why
couldn't the doctor have
found this fracture on the
first X-rays?"

tures because they were
more frequently observed
among soldiers who were
required to go for long
marches. The army offi-

cers occasionally felt that
such complaints were not
justified and that some
soldiers were complaining
to avoid hiking, especially
when X-rays were negative. However, in these
cases, later X-rays often
showed a small fracture.
These breaks usually occur in the long bones
(metatarsals) in the
arches of the feet.
Occasionally, the pain
from a stress fracture may
be so severe that a cast is
necessary to prevent
Answer to Monday's Puzzle
movement of the bone. A
PACT
Iiii
SLAPSPA
walking iron is built into

A: Stress fractures are
often said to be "hairline."
They are thin and without
any displacement of the
bone so that they may.not
be easily visible during the
first few days., Later, Xrays pay show a wider
separation'or a small deposit of calcium or callus
at the site of.the fracture:
These breaks were earlier called "march" frac-

I. Legal Notice

the cast so that the person
can get around with reasonable comfort. Most
such "march" fractures
respond to rest and
adhesive strapping or an
elastic bandage.
After healing takes
place, no disability persists. Having such a stress
fracture does not mean
that a person is more prone
to having another. He or
she can return to walking
and jogging with the same
degree of safety as before
the injury.
Of courSe, it is always
advisable to condition the
muscles by gradually increasing the amount of
walking. Some walking is
beneficial before each episode of jogging.
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RANDl. Names of persons listed on
STOW
C 011. L A TEB'E L I E the honor roll for the last six
ART
LETS' weeks at East Calloway
STAR
HATE
RES
ESSE Elementary School have beep

6. Help Waited

AS OF THIS

date, I,
Barry Dunn, am no
longer responsible for
any debt other than my

own

2 Notice

If You
Need Them:

Hooks, Evy Jarrett, Tamara
Lusk, Gerald McCuiston, and
Sheila McClure.
Seventh grade—Perry
Cooper,
Jeff Garrison, VinAllen,
R.
B.
by
released
43 Pretense
30 River island
cent Alton, Ronnie Bryan,
principal, as follows:
44 Wan
35 Portions
46 Tissue
36 Stalk
Sixth grade—Daysha Smith, Rick Wagoner, Lisa Maddox,
47 Kind- of
37 Girl's name
Carlie Morrison, Lisa Allen, and Naney
cheese
38 Part of harEighth grade—Randy
Chaney, Lisa Chaney,
49 Carpenter's Bill
ness' •
Jill Childress, Wayne Dunn, Dawson, Marie Brantly, Carla
tool
40 Place for
Travis Barnett, Christi Hale, Debbie
Herdon,
combat
50 In favor of
Jay
53 Exclamation Thomason, Beth Hooks, Evy Farris, Rhanda Key, Joey
42 Enthusiasm
Jarrett, Tamara Lusk, and Zinkovich, Ladona Overbey,
10 11
9
It
7
3
4
5 6
1
2
Steve Turley, Jeanetta UnGerald Mcuiston.
derhill and Jay Young.
iISSs
13
Seventh grade—Perry
12U
VinGkrrison,
Cooper, Jeff
17 1111
16
15
HITCHHIKER
cent Alton, Ronnie Bryan Rick
20
19
STARKVILLE, Miss.(API —
Wagoner, Lisa Maddox, and
Hitchhiking has its rules of
27,
23
11
.
Nancy Miller.
thumb and Henry Hildebrandt
grade—Randy
Eighth
30
211
29
26
24 25
U27
Dawson, Marie Brantly, Carla has them down to a science.
For two semesters at Mis33
32
31
Barnett, Christi Hale, Debbie
sissippi State University here,
Julie
Key,
Rhanda
30
37
Farris,
33
34
the 29-year-old assistant profesMiller, Jeanetta Underhill, sor of architecture, has taught
41 •42
39 40
Karen Wilson, and Jay Young. a five-week course, "Inter46 47
45
4,3
Allen also released the national Hitchhiking."
AAUUR
Hildebrandt, who has hitchhonor roll for the secand
49
50
as
hiked across the United States,
semester as follows:
54
52 53
51
Sixth grade—Daysha Smith, and in Canada, Europe and
Lisa Allen, Bill Chaney, Lisa South America, said that he
s.7
56
55
Chaney, Jill Childress, Wayne used his own travel log as a reDistr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
source for the course.
Dunn, Jay Herndon, Beth

Lisa Henry, 8, accepts the Reserve Champion award for
the Third Annual Junior Fishing Rodeo from Lyle Underwood, president of the Murray Bass Club. Lisa brought
in a total catch of 11 oz. for the event held at Devils Elbow
in Land Between The Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre public
demonstration area in western Kentucky and Tennessee.
Lisa is the daughter of Charles Henry, Murray.

fire
Police
Rescue
Ambulance
Hospital
Emergency
Muse
Sickly .
Cemsrekessive
Care
Poison Control
Senior Citizens
Needline
learn To Read
Foster
Parenting
Airport

753-1441
753-1621
753-6952
753-9332
753-5131
759-4141
153-6622
753-7588
753-0929
153-NEED
753-2288
753-5362
489-2414

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times
LOST MAN'S black
billfold between Martin
Oil Station and • Pool
-Hall. Money not important, want papers
• back. Leave papers at
Martin Oil Station. Call
753-8527.

UU

Swimming
Pools
Western Ky. Pools
442-9747
Paducah, Ky.

•

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free Parking
-lot, use our rear entrance.

lU
11111

•

It's A Fact
Robby Marquardt, 11, accepts the Grand Champion
award for the Third Annual junior fishing Rodeo from
Lyle Underwood, president of the Murray Bass Club.
Marquardt won the event cosponsored by the Murray
Bass Club, the Optimist Club of Murray, and Land, Between The Lakes, with a total catch of 2 lbs., 7 oz.
Marquardt is the son of Dr. and Mrs. Gary Marquardt of
Murray.
Photos by Robin Frederick
THE FRANKFURTERS THAT
FELL OUT OF YOUR BAG

WOW
ITS HOT
TODAY

C19711Urri44

Honor. Rolls For Periods
Listed For Southwest
Dan Key.
The honor roll for the last
Cothran also eleased the
six .weeks at Southwest
honor roll for the second
Calloway Elementary School
rsemester as follows:
has been released by Roy
Sixth grade—Jennifer Rice,
Cothran, principal, as follows:
Melissa Richerson, Chris
Sixth grade—Jeff Dowdy,
Sheridan. Janee Sims, Renee
Micah Edwards, Andy Jobs.
Chris Sheridan, Tim Williams.‘, Taylor, Tim Williams, Daron
Daron Wilson, and Lori' Wilson, Cindy Anderson, Greg
Douglas, Jeff Dowdy, Micah
Windsor.
Edwards. Shannon Ford, and
Seventh grade—Carl An- Andy Jobs.
derson, Donna Coles, Lynn
Seventh grade--Monty Ray,
Cothran, Karen Dowdy, Christy McCallon, and Mark
Kenneth Futrell, Monty Ray. Hutson.
Lori Malcolm, Christy McEighth grade—Kevin Cole,
(;allon, and Mark Hutson.
Tad Dowdy, Lynn Eldridge,
Eighth grade-L.1one Ann Missy
Patrice
Farris,
Barrow, Kevin Cole, Tad Fleming, Mark Jackson. Tony
Dowdy, Lynn Eldridge, Missy. Jetton, Darrell Overby, Lisa
Farris, Mark Jacluon, Darrell Phillips, Dannetta Morris,
Overby, Deedee Rogers, Lisa Brad Miller, Lori Murdock,
Phillips, Brad Miller, Lori Gary Murdock, Lori Lovins,
Murdock, Gary Murdock, and and Dan Key.

Syndocaui Inc

INCIDENTALLY, IF
ANYONE 15 PLANNING
ANYTHING FOR
MY BIRTHDAY--

ULC 72'
AT NOC

a little
nd.

NO

OWE WILL, MRS.
PALMER% SHE'LL BE

ALL akswr. I'LL BRING
HER HOME SAFE.
PLEASE tjON'T
WORRY.

Cir1vE IF
SHE' NOT
ALL RIGHT,

I'LL BRING
NMI BACK..

Weisenberger Is Named To
Statute Revision Commission

Father Buys
His Tools At

.

Starks
Hardware__

12th and Poplar
753-1227
Fret Gift
Wrapping

WATKINS
Products. Contact
Holman Jones, 217
South 13th., Phone 7533128.

FOR

LOCAL FIRM looking/ for
experienced secretary.
Manual Shorthand skills
required.
Fringe
benefits and
paid
,
vacation. Send resum
to P.O. Box 32E,
Murray, KY 42071.
TRUCK DRIVER. See
Doris Ezell or Elaine
Pittenger at Murray
Silica Sand, Industrial
Road,753-7196.
STUFFERS AND Mailers
URGENTLY
NEEDED! $25.00 per
hundered GUARANTEED. Send
selfaddressed
stamped
envelope, TK ENTERPRISE, Box 21679,
Denver, CO 80221.
WANTED PART—time
nutrition site manager
for Ellis Community
Center. Apply at Murray
Calloway County Senior
Citizens Office, 203 S.
5th Street.
AMWAY
DISTRIBUTORS
.._
needed in Murray area
for full details on this
business opportunity
write Rae Borgarding,
Rt. 3, Box 322, Theodore,
AL 36582.
IMMEDIATE OPENING,
Tennessee Opportunity
Program is accepting'.
applications for an out
reach worker to cover
Calloway County. For
information call 4446111.
FISHER—PRICE TOYS,
a division of Quaker
Oats Co., has a temporary opening for a
key-punch operator on
the afternoon shift. 1-2
years experience in key
punch
operating
required. If you feel
qualified, please contact
John Warren, manager,
Fisher-Price Toys,
Murray, KY. Call 7530450.
Equal
Employment Opportunity
Employer.
PART—TIME
HELP
wanted, must have own
transportation. Apply at
Senior Citizens Office,
203 S. 5th Street.
FEMALE TO WORK at
The Hitching Post Gift
Shop in Aurora. Call 4742266.
WANTED — HELP with
elderly gentlemen. Call
for information 753-1690.

•
WHAT WE DO best is
care. Needline, 753-6333.

EXPERIENCED BODY
shop man. See Billy, c-o
Carroll V. W., 800
Chestnut.

WILSON
INSURANCE A REAL
ESTATE AGENCY,
INC.
have moved to 302 N.
12th. Ron Talent is no
longer associated with
the agency. Call or see
Wayne Wilson or
Shirley Wilferd •

RN's NUHLENBURG
Community
Hospital,
Greenville, Ky. 42345.
Beginning
patient
centered
care,
(Modified primary
care). RN's are back at
the bedside doing total
care with only 5-6
patients. New salary
schedule and fringe
benefits. Opening on all
shifts. Write or call
Director of Nursing
502-338-4211.

753-3263
5 Lost And Found

LOST, I year old female
Irish Setter in vicinity of
Welch's Concrete and
Septic, Thursday, June
8. She answers to the
name of Shammy. Call
Gina at 753-1916 before 4
and 759-1189 after 5.

Sen. Richard Weisenberger, Commission is directed to
D-Mayfield, is one of six consider such areas of local
AFGAN, FOUR months
legislators appointed by the government as the drifting of
old, apricot color.
Legislative Research Com- uniform codes, review of
Sometimes answers to
mission I LRC) to serve on the jurisdictional conflicts such as
Local Government Statute double
Rufus. Lost on Stadium
and,
taxation,
View Drive. Reward
Revision Commission.
additional
evaluating
offered. 753-0135 before
options
for
statutory
The Commission was called
5: after 5, 7594486.
local
reorganizing
for in-House Joint Resolution
governments.
metropolitan
79 which was passed by the
6 Help Wanted
The Commission is also
1978 General Assembly. Its
directed to study methods of
PHONE SOLICITORS
mn?l1bèj Wfll ntimber 32 by providing in-service training
needed Saturday only,
.July 1, the tiple allattet1 the
programs for new, local of10 a.m.-5 p.m. 7537861
governor to appoint the;
remaining members from
SCHOOL TEACHER
The five other legislative
---nongnees submitted by the members of the commission
-NEEDS betoyilft
in
Kentucky Association of
my home 4-9 p.m. June
are: Rep. Gross Lindsay, DCounties, elected city ofand July, 8. a.m. to 4
Henderson; Rep. Mark Fitficials, area development
p.m. during school year.
zgerald, D-Cynthiana; Sen.
district representatives, and John Berry, D-New Castle;
Must have own tranprivate citizens.
sportation and willing to
Sen. David Karem, D1978-80 Louisville, and Rep. Bob
do light housekeeping.
During
the
the Benson, 11)-Louisville.
legislative
Call 753-7868 after 9 a m
interim

ADDITIONAL help
needed at Jerry's
Refinishing and Custom
Built Furniture. Call
492-8837.
SEWING MACHINE
ExOPERATOR.
perience desired but not
necessary. Apply at
ManufacCalloway
turing, 111 Poplar.

SERVICE
VETERANS
E-4 AND ABOVE
If you have been oul les.%
than 48 Months and have an
honorable discharge, we have
immediate openings for you in

the l, S. Navy
We offer good steady pay
outstanding
retirement
benefits, tax-free housing
allowance,
advanced
technical training. low-cost
government
insurance
bensflta _ eotturttpsan/PX__;
shopping. security, steady ad
vancement. )44 statisb.w •
travel
Call (002) 7534439 now tor
information.
The Navy It's not just a job,
it's an adventure worth
looking into the Aerond time
around

.
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"ills"'"E CLASSIFIEDS
19 Farm Equipment

15 Articles For Sale

15 Articles For Sale

9 Situations Wanted

do
WILL
WOMAN
housework, 759-4615
WE DO masonry work,
anything in brick or
block. Specialize in
repair work. Phone 1901-243-4651.
10 Business Opportunity
MONEY TO LOAN for
farms, business conatruction, real eatite,
venture capital and
start ups. Any worth
while project considered. $5,000 and up.
Call 502-885-1795 between 3 and 19 p.m.

SKIL SAW sale, model
574, $32.99, model 559.
$44.95, model 552, $89.95,
model 553, $99.99, model
554, $109.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

FOR SALE, riding lawn
mower and cart. 8 h p.
rote tiller. $300. Two
dinette sets, one small
and one large. Call 7530990.

KENGWOOD HEATERS
-automatic, brick lined
/Cast iron grates. Deluxe
porcelain enamel
cabinet, lift off cook
surface top. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

FOR
SET
SWING
SALE.Has Teeter
Totter,Slide,Swing Bar.
A place for two swings.
Call 753-6531.

$60,000 PER YR.!!!
FuL,T NOE POTENTIAL

$12,0110 PER YR.!!!
PART TIRO

MONEY HAS ALREADY BEEN
COMMITTED THIS YEAR TO
ADVERTISE OUR PRODUCTS
ON POPULAR PRIME TIME
TV SHOWS SUCH AS
-LAVERN!' & SHIRLEY"CHARLIE'S ANGELS"
-HAPPY BAYS",
"ALL IN THE FAMILY-WELCOME BACK KOTTER
AND MORE

CASH IN
trte opporturmy to icon

a -S2
BILLION PER YEAR INDUSTRY.
Products ore supplied to you by a
subPdrary of the Lrggett Group.Inc
i formerly Leggett & Myers. Inc
Last year sales totaled en excess of
5943,000,00000 The Leggett Group
eta New York.Stock Exchange hstecl
COmOany IN BUSINESS OVER 65
YEARS WITH ASSETS OVER
$40000000000 Associate yourse+T

wott, Woven w otess&onals va,th a
sernmng track record No selling or
Complete
eldperenoe necessary

TIRE SALE - Polyester
4 ply white wall,
grade.
premium
A78x13", $19.30 plus
$1.74 FET, C78x13",
$21.19 plus $1.94 FET,
E78x14", $22.15 plus
$2.30 FET, F78x14",
$22.47 plus $2.44 FET,
G78x14" or 15", $24.81
FET,
$2.60
plus
H78x15", $26.36 plus
$2.85 FET, L78x15",
$28.29 plus $3.13 FET.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

We Buy, Sell Or Trade
Used Furniture or Appliances

6,000 BTU Westinghouse
air conditioner, alsc
large wall or window
mount Frigidaire air
conditioner. Call 7538197.

; 3 For Sale Or Trade
to be
HAY
up in field first
pick
Pa of week. 753-1623.
FOR SALE,.3,1976 Honda
TL-250 Dirt Bike, $550 or
will trade for camper or
fishing rig or almost
anything. Also 1975 CR125 Honda $350. 474,2741
after 5.
14 Want To Buy
PULL TYPE bush hog.
436-5548

ON LAND CONTRACT 10
_to 30 acres. Must be
within 15 minutes of
Murray. Write P.O. Box
223, Mayfield, Ky. 42066.

FOR SALE-Decorated
Rock,
Rip -rap,
driveways white rocked
graded, free
and
estimates, Clifford 4
Garrison, 753-5429 after
4 p.m.
TURNTABLE,
LAR-100
REALISTIC
magnetic
ADC
with
elliptical cartridge. 7674383 after 4 p.m.
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 7531551.

WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners:- Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 7531551..
SMOKE DETECTORS,
advertised
nationally
brand. Battery operated
and included. Rowland
Refrigeration, 110 South
12th.

15' GLASS par runabout
and trailer with 50 hp
Mercury.$800. 435-4363.
NEW 8 H.P. boat motor.
Call 749-1825 from 8-5.
19' ARISTOCRAFT boat,
6 cylinder, 160 h.p. inboard outboard. Call
753-8004, or 753-4377.

16. Home Furnishings
16 New
Patterns
Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture,641 North.

When Ise Mak
Valae-Thinit

M

+4-artfa_criaal

West Ky.
Appliance Center
Sales& Service
issAsts
ma.
'3 Sewing
USED SINGER SEWING
machine, zig zag, all
regular
attachments.
Sews perfect, fully
guaranteed. Full cash
price, $39.50. Payments
may be arranged. For
free home demonstration write Martha
Hopper,
Route
5,
Benton, Ky. or call 3548619.
19 Farm Equipment

BED STEAD, chest of
drawers, desk, coffee
table, caShion stools and
lamps. Call 753-5820.
FOR SALE, Burley plant
bed, 25 ft.. also 2 wheel
barrows Call 753-2304

15 Articles For Sale
TILLERS 5 h. p. chain
drive. Briggs and
Stratton engines.
$199.95. Wallin Hardware, Paris.

20 Sports Equipment

OFFICE EQUIPMENTdesk, 3 metal shelves,
two 30 drawer cabinets,
addressograph typewriter, wooden tables
and 190 new unfolded
cardboard boxes. Call
253-9414 or 753-7316.

WEED EATERS Clippie model, $19.99.
Snippy model, .$39.99.
Needle model,500 or 507,
$43.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.

WANT TO buy 1-3 acres of
land with trees on water
system. 753-8491 after 5
p.m
USED SHOWCASE. Call
474-2266

BALER TWINE 9,000 ft.
Premium
quality
guaranteed, $10.99 per
bale. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.

Two. Jet Boot
For Sole
Taylor and see lay.
Iletii in Row condition.
Powered by 455

S3.11 OUTS ALL Of TN
Moos Need Poesy
O&M

=

MAW
• largo Poesy ooF
• NW N 114.1 Penny
• VC I. Peonies
%fere 1/21 og

- Woodeo Nickel

• It Mint Peony 25 yrs.
• 1%8 5 Poway (eft)

• Om 1/441-11 Seidl
DON Peony
MtPow? • 25 yrs.
Mos free tee SMI
Pies Ow free Gift
Plot Om FT•11 Brodeur*
Seed $3./5 mid 25 Postage
toi
JSM DeeM11110 A CO
50.5 5 P5.54 EN264.0 rear
isltradriell

Loses/ et Lake Berkley
State Pork loot Dock,
Cods, Ky. 124-1/54.

$8,014.50
a

Inflation Fighter Price

$1,014.50

Jim Fain
811 hammers

197'7 FORD TRACTOR,
1600, 2 cylinder diesel.
Cill 7534169 after 5 p.m.
1977 FORD TRACTOR,
1604 2 cylinder diesel.
Call 753-8169 after 5 p.m.
TRCICK TOOL BOX.
Deluxe, $92.50. Standard,.185.00. Truck bed
protectors. $75.00. Tail
protectors,
gate
stainless steel, $15.
Vinson Tractor Co., 7534892.

HOUSEBOAT, HOLIDAY
house, 25 ft. aluminum
hull. New motor, new
atearn curtains, sleeps
6, fully equipped. Phone
354-6295.
FOR SALE 1974 BLUE
and silver metallic
Checkmate. Lois of
extras. For more information call 314:6419.
FOR SALE, 1975 Ranger
135
Boat,
Bass
Evinrude, completely
set up. 527-9279.
40 H. P. JOHNSON 152'
boat and trailer $350.
Record in fathometer,
$125. Call .436-2538.

PIANO FOR SALE.
Baldwin, brown weid,
excellent condition. Can
753-9930.
PIANO IN SIONAGI
spinet-c
Beautiral
stored locally Reported like
new Req.:onside part) ran
take a beg saying on toe,
Write
payment balance
Joplin Piano, Jopitn, ?Ammon
64E01

KIMBALL
MUSIC
CENTER 601 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Across from Irving Cobb
Hotel. Ph 443-3879 Shop
if you like, but check our
prices. Open late Friday
nights.

1975 3380D JOHN DEERE:
combine. 546 hours air
conditioned, heater, R
and C tires, flexible
cutter ber._244 corn
Excellent
header.
condition. $22,000. 7535107,753-4003.

Inspection
Kelley's
Termite
& Pest
Control
too Seetil 136
Pb... 753-3/14
in Business Over
30 Years
Certified By EPA

24 Miscellaneous
RADIAL TIRE Sale Steel belted 'premium
grade white wall,
G-R78x14" or 15", $43.65
FET,
$2.97
plus
HR78x14" or 15", $45.42
FET,
$3.15
plus
JR78x15" or LR78x15",
$48.40 plus $3.47 FET.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
ROTO
COMPARE
SHEAR model 2201 with
weedeater model 500 or
507. Roto shear model
2201 only $36.50. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
26 PI Radio
DON'T BE MISLED. We
will not be undersold.
Your Zenith Dealer for
Murray and -Calloway
County, Tucker T.V.
Sates and Service, 1914
Coldwater Rd.
SISSON'S Zenith can save
you $20 or more on TVs,
stereos, video recorders. One year free
service on all color TVs.
Shop, then come see us.
Sisson's, 19 miles West
on tlighway 94, 382-2174.
78 MODEL Pioneer SX
650 receiver. Two CS
66G three way speakers.
Suggested retail price
$1,005.00, for sale $500.
Call 753-4641 days, 7533724 after 5
LARGE SELECTION of
new Magnavox console
stereos for only $12.00
per month. Clayton's
i Formerly J & B
Music), 753-7575

REES
MORTAR
MORE
RIR
43 Real Estate

27 Mobile Home Sales

STREET
OLIVE
Apartment-one room
efficiency apartment for
rent. Bath and open
closet near campus, $85.
Call 7a3-41346.from- 8-5.

29. Mobile Home Rentals

BEDROOM ONE ROOM apt. furTWO
TRAILER for rent on nished. Working man
HWY 280. 436-2690.
only $50.00 month. Call
753-3685.
TRAILER FOR rent with
33 Rooms For Rent
.option to buy Lakeway
Shores, by owner, near ROOM FOR rent, inlake. Phone 436-2540.
ternational atmosphere.
Call 759-1064 after 7 p.m.
MOBILE HOMES and
34 Houses For Rent
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts. NICE UNFURNISHED
Call 753-3280.
HOUSE, 4 miles East.
30 Business Rentals
City water. Garden.
pets.
Couples. No
OR
RENT
FOR
References. Call 753SALE TWO
COM7551.
MERCIAL buildings, 40
36 For Rent Or Lease
X 40 and 40 X-48. Can be
rented together or
FOR LEASE- building,
seRarate. Call 753-5287.
3400 sq. ft. 121 Bypass.
31 Want To Rent
WANT TO LEASE or rent
three or four bedroom
home. Two year lease
with option of two additional years. Will
furnish local reference.
Call 753-8514.
32 Apartments For Rent

Call 753-3111 or 753-6869.
FOR RENT OR lease-5
offices, excellent condition. Located 703 South
4th Street. Call 753-5287.

FOR RENT, 5 room
unfurnished apartment,
carpeting and drapery,
$150 per month plus $100
deposit. Call 753-5447
after 5:30 p.m.
OLIVE
STREET
Apartment-one room
efficiency apartment for
rent. Bath and open
closet near campus, $85.
Call 753-4453 from 8-5

taa-9 ACRES; 2 mobile
homes for sale; 1
wellhouse, 14 x 20;
utility room, 10 x 15. 4365844.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758
Supplies

37 Livestock

WHITE MALE hog, about
300 lbs. 4924651.
5 COWS WITH CALVES
and 1 cow will have calf
soon. 1 bull. White faced.
436-5844.
38. Pets Supplies

1
NICE FURNISHED
bedroom apartment.
Inquire at 100 S. 13th.

GERMAN SHEPHERD
puppies-$10. 759-1890
after b p.m.

TWO BEDROOM house, 4
miles South on 641.
Older couple preferred.
$120 month. Call 1-901-

REGISTERED BASSET
hounds, long ears, sad
faces, $125 and up, from
stock now showing. 7530672.

642-7220.

SOUTHSIDE MANOR
APARTMENTS South
Extended,
Broad
ApKy.
Murray,
plications now being
WANTED RESPONtaken for new one, two
SIBLE party to take up
and three bedroom,
payment like new color_a
HudTV. Clayton's (formerly
subsidized apartments.
J and 13 Music),753-7575 4. Occupancy available 3060 days. Call 753-8668.
27. Mobile Home Sales
Ask for Brenda Jones.
1' ARMOUR DOUBLE
opportunity
Equal
wide trailer for sale. 759housing.
1219 until 3, 753-3337
after 5.
FOR SALE - 1959 Star
mobile home, 10' x 55',
furnished, good quality
and good condition.
Phone 753-2895 or 7533482.

43. Real Estate

32. Apartments For Rent

12 X 64 all electric, all
carpet, pantry. Underpinning, straps and
tie downs. Like new.
$6000. Call 753-8563.

FOR SALE 7ax acres,
-well of water, 2 trailer
hookups. 1 mile from 94
East and Kenlake Golf
course. Call 437-4617.

Guy Spann Realty
'Tour Key People
In Neel (stele'

7537774
voi Sycamore
Moire? My
LIST YOUR property
with us for quick action
and courteous service.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 106 S. 4th
Street, Murray, Ky., 7530101.

Waldrop Realty
'in Business
Since 1956"
753-5646
PLEASURE
THERAPY.. Cure for
those city blahs! ! Here
is a 3 bedroom brick to
enjoy with pride. From
entry hall, you enter the
plush carpeted living
room or family room
with fireplace or down
the carpeted hall to the 3
bedrooms with pegged
floor and 2 decorative
baths.. Southwest
School District. Loretta
Jobs Realtors, 753-1492.
REALTQRS

To

OFF

$1.00 items
throughout
Dixielan d
Center

designed for you •
Taste-Wise Price-Wise

.Vlurro

- /
4 Acres/ Thee telte
Went 13
*is boom locoed is
looli
641 N. Jest siimetes from

tows Ike vautosloi isti 111MO

It trick end Storm. Large perch end patio. Lets of closet
specs. cwt. boot out/
Asking $45,000.

Furs 15 *cies &villain 2 ohs
of city limits. lies stick
water, berm, tobacco WW1meet. Nemo is Reality Wilt
/
2 baths
el% 3 bedrooms, 11

rimier:6, 2 ear prop. This is
good form hod witlt high
productivity.
753-3263 Anytime

NEW
LISTING-3
bedroom mobile home-in
Rolling Acres Subdivision off Hwy 280.
Convenient to lake or
town. This home has
been remodeled for
comfortable permanent
Hying. New Central air
conditioning system, 2car carport with canopy
for protection •frapm surf
and rain. Gas heat for
economy and all furnitur is included. Large
block 12 x 20 building for
workshop or storage.
Must see all the extras
for only $16,995. Nelson
&mat Co. Realtors, 7591707.

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE

FIVE CHOICE acres,
partially cleared with
paved road frontage in
Brewers, Ky. Call 42195 after 5 ram.

LOOKING FOR A
LAKE VIEW? Here it
is! Mobile home has
added utility room & 3
porches. All furniture,
appl's, & freezer. Central heat & air conditioning. Wooded lot
with lake view-boat
rimp priVileges. OnlY
819,500. Must be seen.
Real
Boyd-Majors
Estate, 105 N. 12th.

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984
Floored end relay Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, offices, cottages,
mobile home adorn, and patios, or U•BUILD, pre cut completely reedy
to assemble up to 24 x 60 Buy the best for less.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

RENTAL INCOME PROPERTY

-PROFESSIONAL OFFICE
OR PRIVATE RESIDENCI.

A young growing retail toy business for sale.
Located in one of Murray's new shopping centers, this store features a wide variety and selection of creative play items for children of all
ages. Owner wants offer.

II'- -GOOSENECK
Livestock trailer. Used 6
months. Good tires,
good floor, electric
brakes. $2000, 753-9807.

COMMERCIAL LOT

R TAURANT BUSINESS

Located 2 blocks from Murrao Court Square at
Corner of 4th and Olive Streets I ,ot measures ge'
x 356'. Reasonable price.

Sale includes all inventory, fixtures and equipment. Located on Murray's Court Square. Continuous operation for over'7113 years.

Phone 753-1222
(24 hour phone)
711 Main

FOR SALE tobacco ana
tomato sticks. Call 489•

KOPPERUD
REALTY

THE NEL
CO.
15'

Uncle Jeffs

A
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and a go
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CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

COMMERCIAL BUILDING

INDUSTRIAL LOT AND BUILDINGS

NEW LI,
UNIV ER
family to
bedroom
living a
dining
bination,
OR a tw
with
s
trances.
fenced
extra lar
worksho
building.
PERUD
1222 or
veniently
at 711 MS

105 N. 12

A good building for professional or business offices. Prime location in Murray's busy Southside
Shopping Center. Heat pump and central air.

Property located at corner of 2nd and Maple
Streets. Zoned Industrial, Formerly Murray
Marble Works. Priced at only 420,000.

E

Professional Ser. 1( es
With The Frienellt, Touch

PRIME COMMERCIAL LOCATION

Property is zoned for business, but could be just
a lovely home within two blocks of the courthouse. 4 bedroom brick, 2 baths, study, living
room-dining room combination with woodburning fireplace, aLso large kitchen including
[-arose, refrigerator, disposal and dishwasher.
Low thirties.

Real

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

On South 12th Street. Ideal location for
restaurant, or any retail business. This is a 137
'x
183' lot, prime business location.

For sale near university. Bi-level brick home
with main floor having 3 bedrooms, Pt baths.
Additional 6 apartments with separate entrances
in lower level. Central natural gas heating and
cesaral electric air

43.

7511651

LOCATED ON A QUIET,
tree-shaded street is this
3 bedroom brick ranch
home just waiting for
your family. Fully
42 Home Loans
carpeted throughout
GOVERNMENT
home has living room,
GUARANTEED loans
dining rcpm, large den
$15,000-550,000.
Other
and abundant storage.
business loans venture
Priced at only $31,900.
and mortage money
KOPPERUD
Phone
unlimited. Call collect 1REALTY, 753-1222 or
50244
earn. -by----our conveniently located office
in the White House
APPROXIMATELY 2
Building, 711 Main for
plus
acres.
Price
all your real estate
negotiable. Erickson
needs.
Realty,527-1441.

50%
25%Storewide

ouaiTi

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
FOR SALE AT KOPPE=REALTY

111-1N1 CAB and air,
radio, tork, duals, and
weights. Sharp '74
model, $14,000. Max
Brown Workman,
&grove, Ky., 435-4253
A LLIS-CHAI.MERS 630", no-till planter
Fertilizer attachments.
$31350. 753-5107, 753-4003.

1978 Chrysler LeBaron
Town & Country
,Station Wagon
$1,000.00 Discount_

EXCELLENT BURLEY
tobacco, bed $75. Call
753-0672,

12 FT aluminum Flat
Bottom, 1666 Ryan Ave.

Pe MOIN

Inflation
Fighter

4

Olds.

205 So. Stti

GARAGE DOOR 8' x 9'
POLK area
practically new. All
APPLICANTS MUST BE RESPON
hardware. $49. Call 759SIBLE, ABLE TO MAKE DECISIONS AND BE CAPABLE OF
1117 after 4 p.m.
MAKING A MINIMUM aasa INVESTMENT OF 5599500 100%
FOR SALE- store fixMERCHANDISE BUY -BACK
tures. Island, glass
TOLL
FREE
Ceti Mr Adams
day
elata "'1-6004217725 EXT.
Dr
shelves, tables and
R122 Sunday calls accepted
more. Special Occasion,
121 Bypass.

ANC
B-ENNETT
ASSOCIATES. Group
Insurance, Specialists
serving West Kentucky
Tennessee.
and
Representing GOLDEN
RULE LIFE INS. CO.
Phone 759-1486.

NEED GRAIN BINS,
don't buy from anyone
until you get our quote.
The best bin at the
lowest
cost.
Agri
Products, 753-3000 or
753-9920.

FEATHER BEDS at top
price, 753-7462 from 5-8
p.m.
BURLEY PLANT bed for
sale. Call after 7:00, 4928280.

Hodge & Son, Inc.

FREE

IF CARPETS look dull
and drear, remove spots
as they appear with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well gift Shop."

55 GALLON DRUMS,
Thornton Tile and
Marble South 9th. Call
753-5719,

carnimme Steenweg You will sersoce
coormeny establ.stsecl accounts

111=1=

ALLIS CHAMLERS no
till four row drill with
six coulters and 200
gallon aluminum tank
attached. Call 436-2372.

23 Exterminating

JOHN DEERE wagon,
$250. Call 436-2355 or 4362788.

MLII

X Igo

If yot
years
3t

sdkil
uralte:,

nessee
for in
testers
7Ma
ths
np
t

INVESTMENT PROPERTY
Three bedroom home and 2 bedroom mobile
home on 2b2 acres. City water, septic system has
capacity for 6 mobile home hook-ups. Located
2L2 miles Fast of Murray city limits. Low 30's.

COMMERCIAL BUILDING
IN DOWNTOWN MURRAY'
located at the comer of 3rd and Ma"Streets
and known as the Wallis Grocery Building. This
is an excellent location for any retail busines
Priced realistically. Phone our office for more
details.

Geri Andersen 753-7932
Bill Rayburn 759-4900
Harry Patterson 492-8302
George Gallagher 753-8129
Bill Koppervd 753-1222

Watch fi
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43. Real Estate

12 Then take
▪ lisestea on
annwtes from
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ewe. largo He(ots of dust
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tebacto lot
Is "relit, built
owls, P2 baths
V parer. This is
Wee with hiph

NEW LISTING-NEAR
UNIVERSITY a simgle
family home with 3 or 4
bedrooms, 2 baths,
living room, kitchendining
room
combination, utility room;
OR a two-family house
with
separate
entrances. Also a lovely
fenced yard, plus an
extra large garage and
workshop or. storage
building. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222 or viSDPeour conveniently located office
at 711 Main.

THE NELSON SHROAT
CO. REALTORS
759-1707
Uncle Jeffs SholVilfl Cants'

1STING-3
nobile home in
Acres Sub)ff Hwy 280.
t to lake or
is home has
nodeled for
4e permanent
w Central air
rig system, 2with canopy
tion fripm sun'
Gas heat for
and all fureluded. Large
20 building for
or storage.
all the extras
16,995. Nelson
. Realtors, 759-

)
-MAJORS
L ESTATE
3-8080

WINNING
COMA
BINATION a good home
and a good price. Just
listed very attractive 2
bedroom home with
kitchen, formal dinning
room, and living room
with fireplace and
heatalator. Extra income potential with
upstairs, one bedroom
apartment. Located in
nice neighborhood.
loRnus:
Extra
Assumable FHA 8L4
percent loan. Priced at
$35,000. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY, 753full-time
for
1222
professional Real Estate
Service.

Anm

BOYD-MAJORS1
"
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

IORAISert,

✓trnfil

I ou,-h

IG FOR A
LEW? Here it
le home has
WV room & 3
All furniture,
freezer. Cent & air conWooded lot
te view-boat
OnlY
Wust be seen.
Real
ajors
05 N. 12th.

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

, offices, cottages,
it completely reedy

Protessaanal Serwcea

With The Friendly Touch

WILD-LIFE HAVEN
Homesteader's
Delight- This 50 acre
farm with 26 tendable
acres, 2 bedroom
house, 2 ponds, corn
crib, abounding with
deer, raccoon, fox,oppoosom, rabbits, CMS,
etc. Located in Boydsville, Graves County.
Only $29,500. BoydMajors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.

Want To
Buy On
Land
Contract
30 Acres. Must be
within 15 minutes of
Murray. Write P. 0.
Box 223, Mayfield, Ky.
42066.

IT AIN'T necessarily so
that good things must
cost a lot...2 bedroom
recently
frame
redecorated' and just
new
looking
for
owners... large lot in
East School District
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
753-1492.
OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKS almost new 4
bedroom home just
listed. Lovely design
and ideal location across
the
street
from
Robertson Elementary
School and one block
from University campus. Central heat and air
and an economic price
make this home an
excellent choice on
todays market. Priced
under $40,000. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for an appointment to see this
home today.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
souths,d. court sq,dore
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451
OPBUSINESS
PORTUNITY-A young
growing retail toy
sale.
business for
Located in one of
Murray's new shopping
centers, this store
features a wide variety
and selection of creative
play items for all ages of
children. Owner wants
offer. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222.

Nenbiickle Barber Shop
209 Walnut Stree
NEW OFFICE NOUNS
Monday-Friday -7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price Shave $1.25
Price Hair cut $1.50
Call753-3685

UILDINGS

HELP
WANTED

TY

for sale.
pping cenand seleciren of all

If you are employed and eighteen
years old or will be eighteen by
12/31/78 and would be interested in
skilled training of a six-months
duration located in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, there will be courses offered
for machinists, welders, physical
testers and pipefitters. Contact your
Manpower Services office at 319 South
7th Street in Mayfield.

THE COMMERCIAL CORNER!!!

mobile
stem has
. Located
30's.

IR Streets
ding. This
busines.
for more

Watch for our ads on Investment Properties in Ais
corner each week...
This week we are featuring...
Commercial Boat Dock on Malcolm CreekKentucky Lake. Excellent part time Income.
This opportunity includes modern (3) BR brick
home, fully equiped commercial boat dock.
Mobile home and other rental income.
Units have COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL or
FARM properties to sell or lease, call one

of our specialists:

JOHN SMITH
-741 6atfar REALTOR
,
OF /HOMES

29
Vow Memo Mob* Telephone Monne. It

4

CIASSIFIED ADS

753-7411

frealises CAW

Nisreilea 7S, 1134

=MCI

REDO AN OLDIE...make
her shine.. Have your 3
acres and house up to
date. Has 50 x 20 block
building besides. Make
an offer. Also don't
forget to watch for our
ad on the building page
of the paper each
Tuesday. If you .have
any questions on any of,
our ads, please call or
come by our office and
pick up our new
brochure. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.

51. Services Offered

1975 AUDI 1001S, 27,000
MITCHELL
miles. Like new, $350.
BLACKTOPPING
Also glass show case,
sealing, patching
$65. Call 753-7320 after 5.
striping. For free
estimates call 753-1537.
'77 SCOTTDALE pick-up
step-side bed, custom
BLOWN
paint job, sun roof, INSULATION
headers, side pipes, IN by Sears save on
these high heat and
power antenna, AM-FM
cooling
bills. Call Sears
stereo-tape.
'75
for
free
Chevrolet Silverado, 753-2310
estimates.
camper speical, 30
series, loaded. '74
Cruisecraft, cabin WILL SPRAY barns, roof
cruiser, with 105 hp and thick throseal to
Chrysler, 18Lt ft. long. masonary walls. Free
Extimatesi Call 753-6878
753-5216 or 753-6073.
- or 492-8866 after 5 p m

Anoli

1975 PINTO
wagon CARPET CLEANING
at
automatic, 45,00 miles
re.asonable rates.
One owner. Clean. Call
0 1978 United Feature Syndicate, Inc
Proinpt and efficient.
753-8197.
BOYCI-MAJORSmi
Custom Carpet Care,
"-THE COST OF LIVING IS STILL
REAL ESTATE
753-1335.
GOING 3, TON 1964 Gmc pickup
753-8080
UP IT'S A GOOD THING WE'RE NOT
Call 759-1890 after 5 p.m. J AND R Pool Contractor.
ProteossonaI Services
VI
Custom built vinyl lined
With The Fnentlly Towle'
47. Motorcycles
1968 BUICK LeSABRE
49. Used Cars & Trucks
pools. Several sizes.
power
LAKEFRONT and
air,
in
good
Water Valley 355-2838 or
1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less '75
FORD LTD 4-door
condition, $475. 498-8326.
HOUSE Under 'Con328-8567 call collect.
than 1,000 miles. Call
Brougham. Loaded with
struction. Good water
436-2262 or 753-8078.
extras,- local car, ex- TWO DOOR 3 cylinder
MOBILE HOME ANfrontage. Completed
cellent condition. 753CHORS, underpinning
48. Automotive Service
1970 model Chevrolet.
on outside & com7872.
awnings,
carports and
Call
753-3635
pleted bath, rest of
after
5.
TRUCK TIRE Sale roofs sealed. Call Jack
house with studs. Deep
Hiway tread, 700x15", b 1968-60 PASSENGER bus.
Glover 753-1873 after 5
well. Concrete boat
1974 LTD Country Squire "
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85•
Excellent for church
p.m. or weekends.
dock. 2 lots 3.8 miles
Station
Wagon.
All
FET, 750x16", 8 ply.
use. Call 753-4377 or 753from New Concord on
power and air. In extra
$35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
WET BASEMENT? We
8004.
Hwy. 444. Boydgood condition with new
Wallin
Hardware,
make wet basements
Estate,
Real
Majors
tires. $1750.00. Phone 1Paris.
dry, work completely
1973
CHEVROLET
105 N. 12th.
354-6217.
guaranteed. Call or
pickup. Lots of extras.
49. Used Cars $ Trucks
write Morgan ConExcellent dondition. Call
50. Campers
1973 HONDA 350, $450.
44 Lots For Sale
struction Co., Route 2,
437-4836 after 6 p.m.
1975 Olds Starfire, local
WANT TO sell, camper,
Box 409 A. Paducah,
FOR SALE, 23 acres
car. $2850. Both in extent trailer, sleeps 6,
Ky. 42001. Phone day
1969
PLYMOUTH
northwest of Murray
cellent condition. 753electric Nesco roaster,
or night 442-71)26.
Satellite wagon, $450.
Approximately 15 acres
0605.
753-0565.
Call 753-7861 9 to 5 p.m.
pasture or tendable, 7
PIANO TUNING and
Monday through Friday.
1971 FORD MAVERICK.
acres trees, all-weather
RV PACKAGE 25 ft. 1968
repair. Call Joe Jackson
automatic, radio, low
creek, beautiful hilltop
Avion travel trailer
PROFESSOR. MUST
after 5 p. m. 753-7149.
mileage, excellent
building site, only 6
pulled by 1970 GMC
SELL '71 Firebird,
condition. Call 753-7853.
miles from town. Fronts
pickup. Pickup fully PROFESSIONAL window
Formula 356. l';lew
on blacktop. $23,000. Call
equipped to pull trailer.
cleaner. Private homes
radials, air, below book.
FORD customized van.
753-8709.
Call 354-6561 after 6 p.m.
stores,
home
and
Call 759-1348 or see at 104
Has 8 track stereo, C.B.,
;
exyears
20
repairs.
S.
14th.
radio,
AM -FM
WOODED
LARGE
WHITES CAMPER
perience. Call 901-782speakers
television,
lot.
lake
front
WATER
SALES your starcraft
FOR SALE 1974 Ford
5981.
front and rear, couchOn Blood River lake.
Mustang II. Clean and
dealer. You've got a
portasink,
ice
box,
bed,
Call 436-2427.
sharp. Phone 753-5108
good thing going with BACKHOE WORK,septic
potti, carpeted, air
Starcraft. Compete line
after 6 p.m. and on
tank, gravel and dirt
45. Farms For Sale
conditioned. Call 753travel trailers, pop ups,
Sunday.
hauling. Call 753-5706 or
0476.
80 ACRE Tennessee
parts and accessories.
753-5808.
Farm. 14 miles southFOR SALE, 1957 Ford 4
Toppers and
used
west of Murray, good 1971 OLDS Vista cruiser
$75. 489-2118.
door,
campers.
East 94 High- FENCE SALES at Sears
station wagon, air
house, It tillable, black
now. Call Sears 753-2310
way, 4 miles from
power, radial tires, good
top road, $62,000. 498for free estimates for
1973 FORD F-100 pickup
Murray.
Call
753-0605.
condition. $895. '73
8638.
your,needs.
truck. $1500. 759-1807.
51 Services Offered
Dodge pick-up, short
and wide, 6_ cyl:, $1295
FOR SALE 1965 VW: BEAUTIhr your home LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas inHOUSE FOR sale by, 489-2595.
good condition,. $350.
with lightweight easy-tostallation
owner. 3 bedroom, one
will
do
p.m.
after
5
Call 753-4094
install Eldorado Stone.
'75 CUTLASS Supreme.
plumbing heating and
bath, brick, paved drive,
No costly footings or
White on red, power and
sewer cleaning. Call 753chain link fence, sun
1955
SALE.
FOR
air. 436-2427.
foundations. 100-percent
7203.
deck, central heat and
Chevrolet 2 door, 6
fireproof
masonary
air, fully carpeted
1975 DODGE TRUCK,
cylinder automobile
product. Less than the
BYARS BROTHERS &
newly decorated. Apautomatic, power
Body is rough, motor
cost of natural stone.
General home
SON
proximately it acre lot
steering and br akes.AM
and transmission very
Use for interior or exremodeling;
framing,
located in Lynnwood
radio, two new 8 ply mud
good. Call 753-4094 after
terior. An excellent dOaluminum siding and
Estates,
miles
and snow tires on back.
5 p.m.
it-yourself project or we
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
southeast çj Murray.
Less than 45,000 miles.
will install. Buy direct
or 1-362-4895.
$39,900. 753'3922.
Excellent
condition
FOR SALE: 1968 Ford it
from
our factory.
inside and out. Runs
240-6
ton
pickup
Timber-Lod
ge Stone and
BUSH HOGGING and
3-1 11, CARPETED,
perfect. $2350. Call 436cylinder, straight shift.
Fireplace, 706
N.
discing. Call 753-1261.
central H & A, garage,
5680.
55,000 actual miles. Call
Market Street, Paris,
fireplace,
fenced,
436-2336.
Tenn. 38242. Phone 901SPECIAL OFFER inLynnwood Estates, 753- JUST RECEIVED
150
642-1328.
troducing new vinyl
0717 after 4.
1968 i INTERNATIONAL
salvage
trucks
siding.by Alcoa. Free
4-3vlieel',drive pick-up. EXPERIENCED MAN
Everything must go.
gutters with vinyl or
HOUSE FOR sale by
wood
interior
do
will
has white spoke wheels
Call West Side Auto
aluminum siding. Call
owner. 3 bedroom brick,
working finish carParts, 502-684-2391 or
with lock-out hubs. Body
Byars Brothers and
carpeted, $27,500. 1509
cabinet
and
pentry,
is rough but 4-wheel
come to Highway 641
354-8951 or 362Sons,
Clayshire, 753-0119.
finishing. Call 435South, Taylor Motors
works good. $700. Phone
4895.
evening.
4150
Truck Yard.
354-6217.
SHERWOOD FORESTthree bedroom brick,
formal living area, large
den
with
circular
fireplace, kitchen-dining
combination, central air
and heat, other built-ins,
large corner lot. Phone
753-2452.
17 Motorcycles
RD 250 Super condition.
$325. MX 250, good
condition. $200 plus shop
bill. Helmets included
Call 753-0650
1977 Y Z so excellent
condition also want to
buy dune buggy. Call
753-8490.
HONDA MOTORCYCLE,
1973 CL-175, $300 or best
offer. 759-1890 after 5
p.m.

BARKLEXUKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot: Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.

Ohio Valley Real Estate
701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky. 4231

BSA CUSTOM CHOPPER 650 engine. New
inside and - out BOilt •
and painted by Jim
DeFew. a rigid frame,
Harley rearend, red
crushed velvet seat and
lots of chrome'. Ridden
less than 10 miles. Very
reasonable must sell.
Call 1-354-8208. Serious
inquiries only.

FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. ('all John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.
•
PAINTING INTERIOR,
• exterior, Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years expefience. Catl 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.

PHONE
502-685-4961

GUTTERING RV SEARS
Sears continuous gutter
installed per youio
('all
specifications.
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
'

For Sale
By Owner

1978 HONDA CB :160T
Like new. $750 or trade
for car or truck Call 7538124.

SPRAY PAINTING of all
kinds. Metal roofs,
barns, farms and
homes. Call Ralph
Worley, 436-2563

+1'

WATCH AND (To('t(
repair. Call 759-1231

ANY
'KIND
OF
HAULING in city or
county. Call 759-1247
or 753-9685.
_
WILL DO ALL TYPES
carpenter work. Experienced. Large or
small
jobs.
Free
estimates. Call 527-1023
WATER WELLS. Smith
DrillIng Co., 24 in. wells.
Call 1-527-1836 after 5
p.m.
FOR SALE, decorative
rock, 110-rap, also
driveway rock, call or
see Roger Hudson, 7534545 or 753-6763.
A TO Z Construction
home Pnilding and
remodeling. Repairs of
all kinds. No jobl.00 big
or too small. Call 4174338.

HANDY MAN: lawn
mowing, painting; other
yard work. 759-4708 after
5.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.

3 bedroom brick in Bagwell Manor Subdivision-2
baths, fully carpeted, built-in range and dishwasher, central heat and air

Phone 753-6752
after 5 P.M.

QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and ,service. Modern sheet
department.
metal
Wisehart,
Larry
President Phone 7539290

PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior.:Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. -Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.

ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field
tile lines installed, Is
years
experience.
Licensed through Health
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933.
SEPTIC TANK PUNII:
PING. Residential and
commercial. Rex Camp
753-5933.

Chain Saw
And
Lawnmower
Sales and Service

RENT RINSENVAC
No ether "do-itiovesisif"
method deans carrots

Wil!'criu;c1

Eastside Small
Engine Repair

portable
house does all the work
sit
power-

!:iFICTIVILY-and

vacuums
out deep down dirt and
grime in a single sweetOlt
•w
K0910111KALLYcleans the way
profeasionaLs cio-at
a fraction of the coat .4;
fiad•
YOU SAVE UP TO /7
S25.00 PE.11004

Highway 94 fast
7S3-1/400

54 Free Column
FREE PUPPIES.
753-3635 after 5.

call

FREE, KITTENS-grey
and white, short haired,
good
mousers,
housebroken. Call 4365502.
boot for sly $12.ter easy

FIVE FREE kittens, 4354180 before 2 in afternoon.

1.1-Air Decor Store
5•1-Air Carder

753-1547

ATTENTION
New building soon to be under construction, in
prime location with OFFICE and RETAIL space
available for leasing. If interested call...

753-7618 after 5:00
HAVE PROPERTY TO SELL?
If you've been thinking of selling, why not give us
a call? You'll receive friendly, courteous service
and professional advice at no cost to you. We
have clients waiting to purchase all types of real
estate, so let us match a buyer to your property.
Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222 anytime. We
make buying and selling real estate easy for
you,

KOPPERUD
REALTYM
--714 Main

PL-753-1222

Harry Peterson 492-8302
MN Rayburn 759-4900
Geri Andersen 7517932 George Gallagher 753-8129
BiN Koppered 753-1222

Yes,

Waldrop
Real Estate
has moved

. Two Doors Down
To 202 South 4th
No, we're not having a party, but we are
having a

Moving Sale
Lake lot in Bay-wood Vista $8011
3 Lake lots in Lakeway Shores $3500.
2 Lots in Scenic Acres Subdivison $3500.
26 Acres in Cherry Corners Area $16,000.
.
48 Acres,2 miles north of Coldwater $33,000'.
Double wide at Baywood Vista, 4 liedrooms
$25,000.
12 x 60 Mobile home on Hi wa y 280. $15,500.
Immaculate 2 bedroom home in Lakeway Shows
3 Bedroom lake home on 5 acres at Center Ridge
3 Bedroom brick at 17th St. Under $40,000.
3 Bedroom brick on College Farm Road. $32,000
4 Bedroom brick on 16th St. near University
$39,500.
6 Bedroom,Salt box in Canterbury (Sold)
8 Bedroom brick on Sharpe.St. $47,700.
3 Bedroom home in Maplewood Estates.
3 Bedroom on North 17th St. between Olive and
Miller Road.
C,ommercial Property with residence on Coldwater Road.
House, tobacco barn and 10 acres at State Line.
$13,000.
Large 3 bedroom in Gatesborough (just listed).

PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call doe Jackson
after 5 p.m. 753-7149.
NEED
or
TREES
shrubbery
cut
or
trimmed' Call George
I,andolt, 753-4707. ,

51. Services Offered

51 Services Offered

Waldrop Real Estate
753-5646

•

After Hours Call
Clara Humphrey- 753-2403
H. T. Waldrop-753-1390

Broker

John I atis-436-2294
,Pete Wel.'si 753-7249
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U.S. With°Ids Reply To
Soviet Spying Charges
MOSCOW ( AP) — The United States
has made no reply so far to a Soviet
charge of spying and complicity in
murder against a woman CIA agent
who for two years was on the staff of the
American Embassy in Moscow.
The Soviet government newspaper
lzvestia said Martha D Peterson. a

THE SAVIN 8-YEAR
BUYER PROTECTION PLAN.
WE OFFER MORE YEARS
BECAUSE WE HAVE MORE
YEARS TO OFFER.

Russian. But - Iry estia said 'also implicated in this espionage" was Robert
Fulton, the first secretary of the embassy's political section from mid-1975
to mid-1977, and two visitors from
Washington in 1975, S. Karpovich and J.
760
780
Gruener.
—
770
Neither the embassy nor the State
Department had any comment, but
Western sources in Moscow said Miss
Peterson was not declared persona non
grata until after her departure. Sources
in Washington who asked not to be
identified said she was a CIA employee
who had been working in a cover job in
the embassy's consular section.
School officials have argued that
AP) -LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Izvestia said the charges against
complicating factors such as long bus
Arguments were scheduled today in the
Miss Peterson had been kept quiet at
In order for us to offer an 8-year Continuous Maintrides would be unnecessarily tiring and
U.S. 6th Circuit Court of Appeals in
the request of the U.S. It said they were
enance Agreement on all our Sevin plain paper copiers, you
upsetting for first-graders.
Cincinnati on one of the last legal issues
being made public now because the
must know that we're sure nothing serious is going to go
About 9,700 first-graders are expending in the Jefferson County school
U.S. government on June 1 made public
wrong.
pected to enroll in county schools this
desegregation case: whether firstits charge that the Soviet government
The most reliable copier you can own. We designed the
fall.
graders should be bused.
bugged the U.S. Embassy and because
Savin 700 series copiers to work superbly. And they do.
The appellate court also was
Arguments also were scheduled on an
of the espionage trial in New Jersey of
Every step we took uncomplicated the whole copying
scheduled to hear arguments on the
appeal of a ruling that overturned a
process. First we reduced the distance paper has to travel
two Soviet employees of the United
constitutionality of the state law that
before it becomes a copy. Then we developed a unique liquid
1976 Kentucky law allowing children to
Nations.
James C. Vernon
would have alloweci parents to send
toner system to replace the standard powder. We created an
attend the nearest school.
The government paper gave this
their children to the nearest school.
electronic brain to scan every original and make razor-sharp
First-graders have not been included
account of Miss Peterson's arrest!
copies every time. On one side or two. We made paper
The law was passed by the 1976
in the basing plan since federal District
On the evening of last July 15, she
loading a snap with cassettes that switch from letter to legal
General Assembly. Gordon declared it
Judge James F. Gordon ordered the
parked her car in a poorly lit place in
size in a second. Our 780 model has a document feed with
unconstitutional in May 1976,
merged Louisville-Jefferson County
Moscow, changed her dress and took a
automatic collating of both copy and original and it can copy
The state attorney general's office
school system desegregated in 1975.
series of buses to a bridge over the
multiple originals at a very fast 20 per minute. And our new
appealed
on
the
state
behalf
of
The appellate court was to hear oral
Moscow River, where she put "an
760 model copies documents as large as 11x17- with no
arguments by attorney's 1/for the Jef- Department of Education.
ordinary-looking stone" into an armoving top.
AssestantIttorney General Robert L.
ferson County school bolard and by Tom
CORBIN,Ky.—Former
chway.
expect my wife, Linda, and
What all this means to you Is a practically Jam-proqf
Hogan, lawyer:104 the plaintiffs in the Chenowettit .Wd the state would argue
She was detained there, the "stone" public information comtwo children, Jim and Joelle,
copier that we back with greater confidence than even Xerox
that
the
and
that
law is constitutional,
desegregation case. •
was opened, and it "proved to be a missioner, James C. Vernon,
to be the most aggressive
is willing to match.
Hogan was expected to argue that Gordon's ruling is invalid because the
cache containing cameras, gold, money will formally open his camfamily
campaign
team
Contact us for the complete story. And this is one story,
case
should
considered
by
a
have been
first-graders should be bused because
and instructions, as well as ampules paign for Lieutenant Governor
Kentucky has ever seen."
you can be sure, that has a happy beginning and a happy •
they have the same right to a three-judge panel.
Wednesday, June PL at 7:30
with a poison.
State headquarters for
ending.
State officials have argued earlier in
desegregated education as other
-The Soviet counter-intelligence p.m.. at the Rodeway Inn,
Vernon for Lt. Governor
briefs that racial maireuV of" schools
children.
service established beyond a doubt that Louisville.
Committee will be opened in
Will Fulton, attorney for the school should be controlled by restructuring
the poisons taken from the cache had
The Corbin Democrat has
Corbin in July.
board, has said the school system's attendance districts, building new
been sent to Moscow by the Central been active in both Wendell
At age 23 Vernon purchased
\
position is that first-graders can be schools and closing some old ones.
Intelligence Agency and not for the the Ford's and Julian Carroll's radio station WYGO in Corbin,
Chenoweth said that if the court holds
bused if their parents choose.
first time.
state campaign organizations, Kentucky and within three
But he said it should not be man- the law constitutional, it probably
"It was discovered that the poison and while serving as Com- years added an FM station to
We've seen the future.And it works.
datory because the benefits of busing, would mean modifications in Gordon's
that was given to the spy earlier was missioner of Public In- his holdings. In 1965 he was
for such young children, do not out- desegregation plan, but the plan would
Corbin's
used by him against an innocent person formation opened the first presented
weigh the rieltaof educational failure. not be -wiped out."
who stood in his way."
International Tourist Office in Distinguished Citizen's award
U. S. History. Kentucky
and the following year
tourism reached the billion selected on to Kentucky's
dollar level during Vernon's three outstanding young
Murray, Ky.
753
'
1713
term as commissioner from
men... the youngest ever
Please
provide additional information on:
July 1975 to mid-November, selected.
L3 The Sevin 700 series copiers
1977.
Vernon has played an active
A gospel singing will be held
Line new 8-year Continuous Maintenance Agreement
Vernon is owner Of WYGO civic role. Along with
at the Oak Grove Cumberland
AM—FM radio in Corbin. He
leadership of the Kentucky
Name/Title
Presbyterian Church, located
haseerved on commissions for
Jaycees he has served two
on the Calloway-Marshall
Emir governors and served the terms as Director of the State" Firm
County line at the end of the
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Sen. Larry Hopkins oi candidate in 15 minutes in a Kentucky Jaycees as their
Chamber of Commerce, was a
Penny-Airport Road, Highway While 6th"District Republicans Lexington, Don Robinson of smoke-filled room," he said
Telephone
president and the U. S. member of the Bicentennial,
783, on Friday. June 16, at 7.30 oil their machinery to pick a Harrodsburg, state Rep. Art
Easterly called himself
Jaycees as vice president.
Historical, and Film Corn-I
new nominee for Congress, Schmidt of Cold Spring and friend and admirer of Hopkins
p.m.
held' Address
Vernon
Vernon's campaign will be
missions.
Easterly,
the Phil
of and said "I don't believe he is based on citizen participation
Singers featured will be the Tom
Thompson
director positions on the, City.
Zip
State
Happy Life Quartet and the Democratic nominee, has Georgetown, who heads the going to lend his name to such in state government and
Trail'
Heritage
Lincoln
denounced
the
latest
turn
on
Glory Land Singers, ac'state Chamber of Commerce. a political maneuver."
raising the activity level of the
Foundation and Kentuckyl *Satin Sin Logotype. Sarin 'bO, Sarin 770and $O•111 750 are registered trademarks
cording
to
a
church events.
Hopkins seems to be
State law now provides for a Lieutenant
of Ss n Business Machtees,Catpanktoop.
Governor's
Derby Festival and Mountain I
He said in a news con- drawing much attention party to pick a nominee when position. His background has
spokesman who invites the
"
committees.
Le
Festival
Laurel
ference Monday that the with- because he is an active critic there is a vacancy. Easterly included work in the healt,4
public to attend.
drawal of Mary Louise Foust, of the Democratic ad- suggested it should be
service area, and he expects
College Associates To
his Republican opponent, -is a ministration with guber- changed to ban anyone from
to address aging and mental
perversion of the democratic natorial plans next year.
running "if they have not filed health problems in Kentucky.
Hold Bake Sale Here.
process" that sets an ominous
Jackson said by telephone in a timely manner."
Vernon will call for "A New
Freed-Hardeman political precedent.
The
that district Republicans
Easterly upset Democratic Order in Kentucky Politics",
"It means that any time a would hold a closed meeting at incumbent John Breckinridge
College Associates of Murray
based on openness and canand Calloway County will party realizes it made the Lexington tonight during ,of Lexington in last month's
dor.
have a Fathers Day bake sale wrong choice in a primary, it which selection of a nominee primary.
Vernon said, "You can
on Friday and Saturday, June can wheel and deil to get the far November would come up.
Easterly's news conference
16 and 17, in front of the Book nominee out of the race- and
Mark on the east side of the put in a more appropriate Monday varied between
candidate in terms of hind- casual comments about his
court square.
Proceeds from the saleavill sight," Easterly said.
willingness to take on any
He said that perhaps state opponent in the fall to inbe used for Christian
the
education, a spokesman for law should be changed to dignation
about
on Fedders room air conditioners
prevent future situations of Republican move.
the group said.
for four full years
that kind.
He said he thinks the GOP
WASHINGTON i AP) — A physicians will but recognize
Miss
Foust, 68,
of hierarchy pried Miss Foust
low cost, optional)
leading
cancer researcher their importance and become
„Shelbyville, who was unop- out of the contest "at best by a
methods,"
with
the
familiar
Fedders offers you E.S.P.—low cost, worry-free Extended Service Protecposed in the GOP primary, promise of non-support" and says many of that disease's
he said.
hon. on the Fedders room air conditioner you purchase. It's extraordinary,
announced Saturday that she possibly with a pledge to victims die of malnutrition
But Humphrey's doctor,
before
the
devastating
optional
full-service consumer protection at an extraordinary low cost. When
is pulling out of the race support her for auditor in 1979.
University of Minnesota chief
you purchase a Fedders room air conditioner, you automatically obtain a
because of what she called Miss Foust has held that post ailment becomes fatal.
That opinion was offered on of surgery John S. Najarian,
Full First-Year Warranty on the entire unit. To obtain E.S.P., you merely pay
overwhelming financial several times.
Monday
to a Senate nutrition told The Washington Post on
a onetime charge of $20.00. This gives you a Full In-Home Service Contract
Chicago, ni. --- A free offer of backing for Easterly from
-It appears that the
Monday that Blackburn was
covering labor and parts' for the second-through-fifth year Because of
special interest to those who state labor interests.
Republicans will nominate a subcommittee by Dr. George
wrong about Huinphrey. '
L.
Blackburn,
a
member
of
careful engineering and quality, Fedders is able to offer this low-cost
hear but do not understand
But Easterly, a 38-year-old
"Hubert Humphrey died of
the Harvard Medical School
Extended Service Protection option.
words has been announced by state senator from Frankfort,
faculty, who said many cancer his cancer and nothing else
•pxcept plastic partsand filters
Beltone. A non-operating said one "could tell from her
of
certainly
not
patients die of malnutrition and
model of the smallest Beltone statement that it was not her
because treatment for the malnutrition," Najarian said.
aid of its kind will be given ab- own idea. The statement was
"We could have kept him in
solutely free to anyone an- illogical and inaccurate."
disease kills their appetite.
the hospital day and night and
swering this advertisement.
"No
better
example
Mt.
Horeb
Free
exists
Vie
Will
Besides, he said, "we all
True, all hearing problems heard in the last two weeks Baptist Church will be host for than that of the late and fed him intravenously, so
are not alike.. . and some canwhen he died he perhaps
Models from 5,000 to 24,000
that the Republican Party the Kentucky Annual Con- distinguished senator, Hubert
not be helped, but mall Calk
BTU's including a complete
wouldn't have been as thin. Or
wanted to find a more ap- ference," Inc., starting Wed- Humphrey, whose changed
array of energy-saving, highSo, send for this free model
appearance we could let him die at home,
nesday. June 14, and, con- physical
efficiency
now, and wear it in the propriate candidate."
models
intravenous
unencumbered
by
dramatically
reflected a
Meantime. Laban Jackson tinuing through Friday, June
privacy of your own home. It
feeding.
deteriorated
nutritional
status
16.
is not a real hearing aid, but it of Shelbyville, chairman of the
Special welcomes will be which all too frequently acwill show you how tiny hearing 6th District Republican
extended
by the officials of the companies the disease process
help can be. It's yours to keep, organization, said Miss Foust
Murray City Government and in cancer patients," Blackthe
shot
as
it
is."
"'called
free. The actual aid weighs
He said he would call a the Murray Police Depart- burn said.
less than a third of an ounce,
Humphrey died Jan. 13 after
convention
"within ment on Wednesday, acand it's all at ear level, in one
Kentucky's
Western
a
long
struggle with cancer of
Rev.
cording
to
the
pastor,
the
reasonable time" so that GOP
unit
unemployment decreased
the
pelvis.
Although
his
These models are free, so precinct leaders from the Richard Drew, who invites the
from 14,225 persons in March
physical
appearance
we suggest you write for yours district's 17 counties can public to attend the services
to 11,1873 In April, according to
deteriorated
noticeably
in
the
now. Again, we repeat, there select a new candidate, each evening at 7:30,
Robert MacDonald, chief
final
months
of
his
life,
he
is no cost, and certainly no ''hopefully this coming
labor
market analyst for the
continued
to
display
an
Slave Day Planned By
obligation. Thousands have weekend.'
Human
department
of
exuberant perionality and
already been mailed, so write
He listed as suggested
Resources.
Zest
for
polities.Flag
And
Rifle
Corps
today to Dept. 2009, Beltone candidates his own name plus
The rate unemployment for
The most comforting name in air conditioning
Electronics Corp., 4201 W. Vic- those of former state Sen. Joe
The Calloway County High , Blackburn said Humphrey's
that
same period dropped
,"determined
struggle
to
toria, Chicago,60646.
Graves of Lexington, stat4 Schock Flag and Rifle Corps
All Models Specially Priced
from 5.6 to 4.2 percent. Union
Maintain a relatively normal
will have a slave day to raiee
Through Saturday,June 17th
County had the lowest rate as
funds for its activities on /lifestyle is an unusual ex' 2.1
percent while Marshall
•
Saturday, June 17, from eight eeption to the pattern ohCounty had the higest-pt 8.7
served in most terminally-ill
a.m. to four p.m.
percent. Calloway ()aunty's
Persons having jobs to do cancer patients in wfbn)
jobless
weight
rate stoed at 3,8 pertoss,
weakness
and
should call 753-1333 or 753-3257
cent.
aria
depression
produce
a
LAKE DATA
'The
atbe
can
decrease
lingering,
bedridden
illness."
Has That Perfect
tributed primarily to seasonal
He said that more than half
Gift For Each Dad
359.6.
a.m.
Kentucky Lake,7
factors," MacDonald said.
the weight loss that occurs in
Shop
The unemployment rate in
Below dam 303.9, up 0.7.
cancer patients can be
Chestnut Street
Phone
359.2,
a.m.
Lake,
7
western
prevented
Kentucky for April
Barkley
through
recently
Murray, Ky.
CORN-AUSTIN FOR FATHERS OH
1S3-2511
This
percent.
0.2.
)977
was
4
developed
down
feeling te('hniques.
"Most feeding therapies are ...April's rate for the entire state
Below dam 315.4, up 0.5.
was 41 percent.
extremely . simple
Sunset8:16. Sunrise 5 . 3E4
•
erbenasereadmayeleeallIIMIrMallihimall
Vietnam war widow who was the
embassy's third Aare/try, was expelled last July for espionage and that
she supplied Poison to an accomplice
who used it to kill "an innocent person
who stood in his way."
The accomplice was not identified,
although presumably he was a local •
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